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SGA passes a "no
confidence" vote
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

Chairman of the Congress Patrick Pearce presented a motion on the floor which asked for
a vote of no confidence against Governor Dukakis. The motion passed 10-2-1. (Staff photo
by John Burns).

C.R.E.Ed. defends education
Coalition for Responsibility and Ethics in Education
that
J.

Tbe Stude.nt.. • {i9:v.e~u11J'¢\~:1;1
Association's stand against
pa~ing the $125 fee bas the full
support of ])enny Ciganovfo Qf

C.R.E.Ed. (Coali~ion ,for. li§f

sponsibility and Ethics in
Education). Ciganovic is also in
charge of the college's Career
Planning and Placement Office.
In an interview Tuesday he said,
"The ti.me is right for reform."

He said that, hopefully, one
outcome of this situation will be

state

leaders

will

not

Ci11:~movic thinks that to -riay the

bill vviU1out a fight would be just
coI!tinuc w u.akc advantage uf
a short term sof~ni' He also
st:~dents. uThis is our. way of
·~1;sa!Ying we aren't going to. be·. a belteves that if tha( happens~
· victim· (anymore}," he said. :Jhere :will. be nntlting:tq_stop"tbe
Another poss~bleci~ttom~ flJat he a"mt~~~ti()Q;'fi'Q~ ~ppingihe .
hope~ . . •~? J~i~,¢(iis( . ~~t .st~~esit. . ····,·~td·· ••... · · .·.<i1n;_\lBU1s ne;d
,:

l~a~~~s,~~e::invelvea.,~.tftes~ ~seffiegter~

·· .· fi;~~.,~;

Basically, .he ~8~& this SGA
d¢ei$it:>.tls in ~. th•e. f'lilture~
Cigonovic also .feels that a bill stand~ a positive move, and is
happy to see students taking an
like this should be done ·on a
proper · timetable, and ·not · . active role. He said that this is
the students' way of saying "We
mid-semester.
want and are expecting ctianges.
Even though, as he said, there We are the ones who have had to
pay the price, and we've had more
are "serious implications for
those who elect· to participate", than our fair share."

Pearl Bailey charms aucJienCe

A shining .star shares her experiences of her dareer
entqtainment.
. In her early years, she began
working · in night clubs and

By Caitlin Andrews
Comment staff

The Bridgewater Arts and
Lecture series presented Pearl
Bail~y. a star of stage and' screen,
Tuesday evening in the Horace
Mann auditorium.
. D~ring Bailey's early years her
ambition was to ·be a school
teacher. Due to a successful
amateur contest, she embarked on
a career in. professional

vaudeville theatres.
She is best known for her
latest and longest running
Broadway show, "Hello, Dolly"which ran for over two years~ She

also has been awarded·the special
Tony award in 1968; Entertainer
, of the year award for 1968. by
Cue Magazine; and the M8fch of
Dimes award of that same year.

·
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As part of ·the Afro.~Am
Glii"b's .· e<iritinuing Blac·k

·ffi$tory Month .lecture serj.es,
R:o.be.rt. ·Moses . .spake... at. ·the
Maxwell Library last Thurs-

. day~ He was very active in the
civil rights movement of the
1960's, working with students
at Jackson State.
A video interview with
Hollis Watkins, the first black
person to register to vote, was
shown to give the audience a
better understanding of what
.happened in Mississippi during
the movement After the video
Moses took questions from the

'.,'a.ence.

·. · . . .

. .· . ·.•

Tools like ''freedom rides,

26
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By R~trick Pearce
Conti:ibutor\~

structure of the state supported
racism.

2
9
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Moses speaks about the
freedom rides in '·60s

· · The video showed Watkins
.. as .he drove through the .axea
She was a recipient of the U~p
surrounding Jackson· State: A
Woman of the Year award, twi~
of the movement
description·
Bailey has received honors
beginnings
grass.roots
its
from
Middle
the
during ·her visit to
political
and
violence
included
East in the mid-70s. She w~~the
machto
References
struggle.
Dfirst lady to be awarded the
mobs
lynching
and
fire
gun
ine
Hussein Ben-Ali Freedom Medal.
Mississippi
that
clear
it
made
In addition, Bailey was awarded
was a state that W8;S not going
the First Order of Arts and
.to leave behind the institutions
Science of Egypt and a doctOrate
that perpetuated rascism.
of Arts from the A:t'ademy·of
and Moses both stated
Watkins
Egypt. Bailey has recieved twt&
entire polftical
the
that
cont. onp. 5
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The Student Government
Association's Congress has
passed a vote of "no confidence"
in Governor Michael Dukakis.
This motion passed by a vote of
10-2-1 during the weekly meeting
of the Congress.
Congressional chair Patrick
Pearce presented the motion to
the Congress, which read, "move
to vote 'no confidence' in
Governor Dukakis, with regard to
his budget mismanagement, and
the subsequent financial problems, which have resulted in a
decline in the quality of higher
education in Massachusetts."
Several . members of the

Lynh Malkasian
scores t,OOOth. point

Congress questioned what taking
this position would mean.
Pearce stated that "this would
state we , do not have confidence
in his [tl!e Governor's] ability to
lead the state in handling affairs,
and in his mismanagement of
funds."
Congressman Tobi Krasnow
questioned this move, saying that
she had personal feelings about
this course of action, but was
more concerned if this idea would
be in the best interests of the
students. She said, "I don't know
if all the students on campus will
think that this is the best move.
We want to act on their behalL"
Pearce mentioned that the
students elected the Congress to

u·ips and explained that the
knew that. they
wduld be beaten. arid their
bu·se.S ·most Ji~ely torched
before they left. However the

'.·11,a~:S~llgers

rides had

tQ

happen to bring

·
people together to protest.
Moses · spoke . about .the
future as well as the past. As
the· technology moves further
ahead, the uneducated will
surely fall further behind,
Moses explained.

....the rides had happen
to bring people
together to protest.

Robert Moses
cufi?~ay, ltio~es .,is . fo-

volved in a.·pro~ d~s~~~·
to give Boston's mfddle SchoQl ·
minorities useful skiITs by
teaching them algebra. He
compared the technological
revolution with the industrial
revolution. The technically
illiterate of tomorrow are
going to have the same disadvantage as those who can't
read today; thus the philosophy

is to educate today's minority .
youth so that ·they can gain

economic .inclusion tomorrow.
Sentimen~ shared by Frederick
Douglass years ago.

Moses felt .that ·the civil
demonstrations and voter regismovement should try to
rights
tration efforts· were all used to
itself around an issue
center.·
topple the. institutional rascism
of Mississippi.• Starting. in ·that everyone could identify
Washington D.C.. the buses of with in the future. Improving
the freedom. rides tested· the public education in .urban
laws of interstate travel
through the South. Moses was
involved in several of these

schools could be such an issue~
Focusing on improving it
should brlng people together.
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Hand s and Heart s

'By tfie Wa y .••
Student Governi nent Primarie s
The Student Governme nt Associatio n has announced
that primary elections will be held on Tuesday, February
14, and Wednesday , February 15. This will mean that
. two people will run for each position open.
The general elections for the open seats will be held
one week later, on Tuesday, February 21, and
Wednesday , February 22.

Hausrath Exhibits Weaving at BSC
· Colorful, hand dyed handwoven wall hangings by
Joan Hausrath will be on exhibit in the Bridgewat er
State College Anderson Gallery from February 13 to
March 10. The weavings, all done during the past year,
represent various exploration s of color, pattern and
design.
Hausrath, a member of Bridgewc_tter' s Art Departmen t
faculty since 1971, has been weaving for over 14 years.
Her works have been nationally exhibited. The Anderson
Gallery is located in the Art Building. Gallery hours are
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. A reception will be
held on Sunday, February 26,. from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1989-1990 Financia l . Aid Form Ready

Un-bearable love is what this. pair has found. On February 14, students and people everywhere will be celebrating Valent\ne's Day. (Staff photo by Debra y-Jillis)~

Corrections:
A word was left out of the article on p. 7.entitled "A view of the Bush inaugural gala." The
sentence should have read,'' he of the killer trees and welfare queens ... ' In the article on
p. 3, Tim Millerick claims he was misquoted. The paragraph should have said, he did not
know that if a bill was not paid, whether a student could receive their financial aid check.
We appologize for the errors.

The financial aid fom1s for the 1989-90 school year are
now available in the Financial Aid Office in ·Tillinghas t
Hall and various locations throughou t the campus
(residence halls, commuter lounge, Boyden Hall). Any .
student seeking financial assistance for the next school
year needs fo complete ai:d f~le this. application with the
wanting to apply this financial aid to their fall semester
bill,
need a complete application on file by the April
3 deadline.
A complete file consists of a completed and processed
Financial Aid Form, a Bridgewat er Financial Aid
application and appropriat e 1988 tax returns. All
appplicatio ns received after the April 3 priority ~ate will
be reviewed on a rolling basis.
Students are encourage d to seek assistance at the
Financial Aid Office for any questions they might have
regarding the completion of their fom1s.

will

Thought for the Week
"I have loved many, the more and the few-I have loved the many, that I might love you!"
-- Grace Fallon Norton

THE FAR SIDE

Your MBA at ·the

Rotterdam School of Management
Erasmus University Rotterdam

By GARY LARSON

$.

The Rotterdam School of Management of the Erasmus Univer;;sity in the Netherlands
is a leading academic institution for management edub'.ation in Europe.
As the scope of most corporations bacomes more interr)ational,the entire. world is developing into one big marketplace. Career opportunities in International Business are numerous. If a care'er in international business appeals
to
you, an MBA from an internationally oriented school is a qext step.
The RSM MBA is a two years program in General Management. The progranfbovers all relevant aspects of interna·
tional management. as well as topics like Technology and Informatics. Classes are conducted in English. Teaching
methods are a combination of lecturing, cases and projects, designed to dev,~9p e~sential management skills.
Participants represent 15 to 20 different nationalities. They are selected through a rigorous admissions procedure
on the basis of their academic performance, managerial potential and strong motivation.
·
Please send a brochure of the International MBA program· in General Management of the Rotterdam
School of Management.
Name: _ __

·11 you consider yourself a talented graduate in engineering, natural sciences, social science, law or
arts (work experience is recommended) and if you
are interested in an international career, fill in the
coupon for more information.

Address: _ __
Postal code/City: _ _ __
Country: - - - - - - - - - -

'"-~-~~--~-~~-~~
Send it to: Rotterdam School of Management.
Attn. Public Relations & Admissions Office,

Burg.: Oudlaan 50, 3062 PA Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Phone: 31 - (0)10 - 408 19 27.

ERASMUS UNIYERSJTEIT ROTIERDAM
ROTTERDAM SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
THE NETHERLANDS

"Just look at th~Se stars tonight ... makes
you feel sort of small and insignificant:•
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SGA
appoin tments
The Student Government
Association swore in numerous

members at their meeting on
Tuesday, February 7.

The first appointment made
was that which made Anne Marie
Weir as the Lay Advisor to
S. G .A. President Marcia Medeiros. Next, Gary Harvey was
also sworn in as Lay Advisor to
the President
A new Associate Chief Justice
of the Student Court was sworn
in, also. Anthony Mavila
becomes the fourth Justice on the
Court.

Jeff Tucker resigned from his

position as Congressman at
Chief Justice of the Student Court Charles Konstantinltis sw
· L
·
·
·
as the newest Associate Chief Justice of the Studnet Courte~~~~~n~~~d~1s0~~~ne
Mane Weir and Gary Harvey, as well
Tuesday, February 7. (Staff photo by John Burns).
vi a. is appened at the SGA meeting on

Large and Associate Chairman of
the Congress. to become the
Executive Advisor to Medeiros.

GREA T DISCO UNT RATE S
FOR COLL EGE STUD ENTS !

Does your exam have a crush
on you? If so, kiss your fears
_goodbye with the best test prep
anywhere-Stanle y H. Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years, students
have loved Kaplan's test-taking
techniques and educational
programs.
Our courses have increased
the confidence of over one ·
milli?n students boosting their
sconng power on.the SAI LSAT

GMAT. MCAT. GRE, NTE, CPA '

and others.

So sav:. "Kaplan, be my

test re . You JUSt might get a

"1
'
.KAPLAN -·
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STANLEY H KAPl.AN EDUCATIONAl CENTEIUTO

Don't compete .wtth

~,,:':i ·. .

A Kaplan Student-be ori~~ ' :
Enroll now - score later! .

ances are, you already pick up The :Bostpn Gl€Jtl~,
quarter a day, plus $1.25 on Sunday you get New England's.to p newspap~r\

·Boston 617-266-TEST
Cambridge 617-868;.TEST
Newton Centre 617-964-TEST

But now you can get The Globe deliver.ad to your campus address at our great,
discounted college rate of only $2 per week. That's a substantial savings over the
newsstand price~ You can figure out the exact percent you're saving with the
handy calculator that comes with your pre-paid Daily & Sunday subscription .

OUR VOWNTEERS
EIJOY THE BEST
BEIEFD PACKAGE
OF ALL.

.

.

J

J

·•.

'

•

'

'

•

,,:'· , ' / '

.
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'

. :.

,,

:c J'.,''

"·:

It's simple. Fill out the attached subscripUon slip and get it to your Boston Globe
campus representati ve today. You'll get New England's hottest entertainme nt tips
plus the best sports coverage around. And ser;tiors know that there's no better
. place to go job hunting than in Globe ClassJfied~'
·
Figure it out! For great savings on a great newspaper, PLUJ) this great calculator,
sign up today! ·
·~
,

Volunteer your skills and experience.
And you'll get the best benefit package of
all: thank you's, smiles and handshakes from
people whose tax questions you've answered. So ho.w 'bout giving us some of your
time? You'll benefit from it in every way.
For free IRS training, C:all 1-800-424-1040.

f»je

Daily & ·Sunday
Daily Only (Monday-Saturday)
Sunday Only

$2.00 a week To start Sunday, February 12: $19.SO
$1.00 a week To start Monday, February 13: $10.50
$1.00 a week To start Sunday, February 12: $9.00

No delivery during School Holidays or Final Exams. All subsclptlons Payable in Advance by
Semester. Students with varying starting dates may have their subsciptions pro-rated:

... .Jub!.r:_~t.J5

~!l!!l~!..a..=~~!!l.2~.2'!!.2~~!2!.!.f!~!'!!!~!}>eyond the above dates.

4tltmwti9&>'&1~~-----~~ ..... -illlialr$-

Please fill out form and return with check payable to your. campus rep:

Marie cana:;--Rm. 12, Box 1380
Wood Hall

Da,ily ·& Sunday
Dally Only
Sunday Only
Your Name:
Campus Address:

Campus telephone:

'\blunteer now. And you'll make
someone's taxes less taxing later.

"---·---·----

-------
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Brid gew ater at· Oxf ord Her e & The re

Tolling bells, university
spires, and rain greeted us on our
arrival at one of the most
exciting cities in Europe: Oxford
A group of ten students traveled
to Oxford from Bridgewater, as
part of the Bridgewater at Oxford
exchange. This experience was
the beginning of three weeks
dedicated to capturing the essence
of the educational experience at
Britain's prestigious University.
W ~ contemplated the great
adventure before us on our long
bus ride from Gatwick Airport to
our accbmodations at SL Hilda's
College, Oxford.
St. Hilda, a seventh century
Abbess of the Monastery of
Whitby, was founded in 1893,
The College is one of thirty-five
colleges comprising Oxford
University.
Having arrived at the College
about one in the afternoon,. we
were immediately whisked away

to the main dining room for a
four course luncheon.
The tutorial sessions of six
students and one don commenced
the following day. Who would
have believed we would be sitting
at the very top of a medieval
tower with gargoyles staring in at
us and the Exeter College
quadrangle below us? While the
don led a discussion on the
beauty of pastoral verse, we sat
transfixed at her remarks more so
than by our surroundings.
We became more and more a
part of what we studied,
forgetting almost where we came
from, as the sessions progressed
from week to week. Day trips to
Nether Stowey where Coleridge
wrote the "Ancient Mariner," and
to Wales where Wordsworth
composed "Tintern Abbey"
enhanced our literary assimilation
and rounded out ourexperience.
Professors Charles Nickerson
and William· Smith, were with us

every step of the way; helping us
gain access to the Bodleian
Library, accompanying us to the
morning lecutures at the St.
Cross Building and advising us
on our writing assignments.
We reached London for our
celebratory final weekend in
England, and we were ready to
relax! Some took a bus tour of
the city while others went on a
wild shopping spree which
included a visit· to the famous
Harrods Department Store. That
Sunday evening, we gathered at a
grand hotel for a farewell dinner.

The Bridgewater at Oxford
Program will .be offered again in
July of 1989. Anyone interested
in learning more about it should
request a descriptive brochure by
writing: Bridgewater-at- Oxford,
Harrington Hall, Bridgewater
State College, or by telephoning
(508) 697-1378 or (508)
697-1200, Ex. 2347 or Ex .. 2438.

"No confidence" in Dukakis
-

contJrom p. 1
represent them in the way they
saw fit. "This is a representative
democracy; we are representing
the students. We [the Congress]
feel this is the necessary action."
Chief Justice of the Student
Court Charles Konstantinitis said.
that this move to vote "no
confidence" seemed popular. "I
have been speaking to represen-

voted "no" on the motion. When deal of emphasis on their public
asked why he voted no, Tucker higher education, for "they realize
replied that, "you do not attack the contribution that the state
the man that you are trying to get colleges and universities make to
help from." Congressman Curtis the state."
Landsberger abstained.
"With private colleges," Perra
stated, "most students leave the
One member of the Congress. state after they graduate. While,
Christopher Perra. stated that
on the other hand, most public
supports this act, because he college or university students
believes Dukakis does not place stay in ,the sta · 11
•
i~

he

~--~~~~~~~~~~~iif!llllllllll!lfiM1gliler~e!Miuita~ojn~.i!!erria~·9.slJil~,..iliN

'·:<",~s,;:_.;

fails to do this, because of the those students who stay in
large number of excellent private Massachusetts, "could contribute,
colleges in the state." Perra also in a more productive manner, to
said that other states place a great the state."

INTERN ATION AL=== =====
Internation al Terrorist Sentenced
An international terrorist was sentenced to 30 years in
prison, for allegedly plotting to bomb a Navy recruiting
station in New York. The man, Yu Kikumura, an alleged
member of the Red Army, was sentenced by United
Sates District Judge Alfred Lechner.
Evidence showed Kikumura traveled through the midwestern part of the United States, after entering through
Canada. Kikumura's bombing was to have occured with
the 1988 attack on a USO club in Italy, in which five
people, including an American servicemen, were killed.
Kikumura is the first Red Army member arrested in the
United States.
·

Desire for Tougher World Air Security
Samuel Skinner, the Secretary of Transportatio n, is
going to take his measures to combat terrorism to an
aviation summit next week. Transportatio n chiefs from
over 12 countries will meet in Montreal to discuss
possible improvement s, in standards, for airline travel
and transportation.
One topic which is expected to be discussed is the
increase in security for airports and travelers. The
Federal Aviation Administration has ordered an increase
· in security for United States airlines in the Middle East
and Europe, since the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 in
late December.

NATIO NAL= ===== ====
Congressio nal Pay Hike Rejected
The United States Congress rejected. its 51 % pay raise
of ilie

oa

.

'

of this discussion."
The pay increase, which was to have included
Congressional representatives, federal judges, and senior
executives, failed by a 380-48 vote in the House of
Representativ es. The motion ·also failed, by a 92 vote
margin, in the Senate, 94-6. This happened hours before
the increase was to go into effect.
As Representativ e Dan Rostenkowsi put it; "it's time
we stopped whipping ourselevs. Each member of this
House, Democrat and Republican, is worth ... $135,000.

Computer, Break-In at Station
A Florida television executive was charged with using
his home computer to access,· illegally, files in a
competing station's assignments.
·
Michael Shapiro, the assistant news director at station
WTSP ·in St. Petersburg, Florida is accused of breaking
into the computer files of Tampa's WVTV. Shapiro had
previously worked at WVTV until September of 1988.

LOCAL=============;===========
Credit Union Hearing Continues ,

THE SIGN OF GOOD .CENTS·
Where else but UPS could you earn:
i'' .·
• $8-9/hour to start
.
~t: . ·
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your sch&l schedule
• full time b.enefits for part time work
,
• chance for advancement for men and women alike
• get paid to get into shape
• no experience needed
•and more!
UPS makes good cents. United Parcel Service has facilities in Norwood
Brockton, Watertown, o.artmout~. Dennis, Sagamore andWarwick, RI. Call
(617) 762~99i 1 for more information on the location nearestyou.

~

~.};~£~L SERVICE ~"
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer

A hearing, concerning the issue of whether or not to
allow the Bridgewater Creidt Union to use the town's
sewer system was continued by a Superior Court Judge.
The problem with the Credit Union· is a result of the
state imposed moratorium on new sewer connections in
Bridgewater. This moratoriuQ is in place until the
completion of the expansion of the sewer treatment
facility on Morris Avenue. The expected completio"n date
for the plant is the mon~ of March~

The Comment is looking for a person
to help fill this colunm each week.
Interested students shoµld contact
the Comment office at
697-1200, ext. 2158.
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Pea rl Bailey attr act s large crowd at Boyden
cont.from p. l
honorary doctorate degrees; one
from Georgetow n University and
an honorary Doctorate of Law
from Seton Hall University .
In 1975 and 76, Bailey was
appointed to be Special Advisor
for the United· States Mission to
the United Nations by President .
Ford. She is an internatio nal
traveler and frequents such places
as Jordan, Egypt, Kuwait,
Liberia, and Senegal.
At age 72, Bailey's charisma
and charm captured the audience
of old and new generatio ns.
Regardin g the education , she
remarked that today young
students are not learning the
basics. She said that she
remember ed the time when she
was taught reading, writing. and
arithemati c. In her day, everyone
knew geography and knew the
definition of a noun. She even
recalled that, "a noun is the name
of a person, place, or thing,
proper and common." At this.
remark, many of the older
members nodded and laughed.
They, too recalled the teachers
from their past.
Questioni ng the values of the
professio ns which are given
acclaim today. Bailey said that

teachers. nurses, and doctors are
the most honorable professions.
. She expressed that people should
be encourage d to become
teachers. She remembere d a time
when teachers were respecte.d.
In her day, she recalled some of
the important values which seem
to be diminishin g now, such as
standing up to greet a visitor to
the house, or helping a lady
across the street. Children were
more respectful. When an elder
said something . children would
believe it. Gray hair is a "badge
of honor." One should recognize
it as an honorable badge that
shows wisdom and experience.
Regarding education she
observed that children today have
lazy brains. People rely on
computers and do not need to use
their brains. Teachers need to
teach people to think, now.
As a world traveler, the
entertainer was quite entertaining,
reflecting on her experience in the
Persian gulf. She was going to a
carrier in the Gulf. Speaking
about travelling to a carrier in the
Gulf, she said she preferred trains.
but the only transportat ion to
this carrier was first by helicopter
and then by a little boat. She was
distraught when the young pilot

For ma l
Ou tlet

performer was for the nation to
open their eyes and see what is
around. "As long as people gripe
and groan with issues, there will
not be a cure. Too many people
just don't care." If they do not
have personal contact with the
homeless for example, they
excuse themselv es. They
overlook the situations.
A valid yet simple point which
Bailey made was since we all
come from the womb, and we all
have emotions, including pride,
we should do something to help
others. "We should not judge
people. God will judge us all.
What nght do we have to judge
our bothers?" For us as a nation,
the homeless is a problem that
we have allowed to happen.
Americans should stop .. sinking
deeper into their prison-lik e
Pearl Bailey on stage
homes and look outside their
windows into their backyards. To
said, "When the helicopter goes the importance of communication relieve any problem, the first step
down ... " Bailey did not hear the within
the , family
and for improvem ent is the
acknowle dgement of the
word, "IF." She said, "I love you neighborhood network.
young ones, but they are so blase
Bailey feels tha_t the nation has situation.
At the close of the lecture,
about dying because you won't lost morality. The two most
think it will happen to you.,.
important values that children are Bailey showed her video which
looking for and need is truth and was a speech she had given in
The entire evening was not love. If the children do not have Switzerland at the United Nations
about her travelling experiences, truth, they will run away.
·which will be aired on national
though. She made strong cries for
The plea made by the television.
1
1,

Counseling Psychology

•BRIDE SMAID S
•MOTH ER'S
•FLOW ER GIRLS
•EVEN ING WEAR
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• BostGn-B ouve c~e,~~ota
at Northeast ern University offers pa . . -tune and u degree programs in the areas of Counselin g Psycholog y. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificat e of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree. .
.
·
All counselin g courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to enc'?urage individu~ participati on.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretica l courses as
well as practice-o riented courses. 1!1 add~tion to clas~room work, ·
all programs include applied expenenc e ma supervise d
clinical environm ent.
For more informatio n and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counselin g Psycholog y call (617) 437-2708. Or write to
Graduate School, Boston-Bo uve Colleg~oN!Jum.an D~velopment
Profession s, 107Docks erHall,No rthea.Ster n University ,
.·
Boston, MA 02115.
. J ~·

BLACK HISTOR Y MONTH LECTURE

Dr. Lore tta Long
"Susan" of Sesame Street
· will speak on

Creating Mu,lti- Cultural Awareness
in the
Classroom
Tuesday , February 28th
· Campu s Center Ballroom

7:30pm
S~lf by the Compus

Center Progrmn ConMtittec
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Viewpoint
Demand and get more
from your student fees
At this point, almost everyone on
campus has at least heard about the
$125
fee which is being levied
against us, and is hopefully aware
of the stand that the SGA has taken
against the fee. Once again it must
be stressed, don't pay that bill. The
reasons are more than you may
realize.
Most people who have decided
not to pay have done so because
they simply haven't the money.
Obviously, this is an important
reason, but it isn't the only factor.
If we blindly pay, there is nothing
to stop the administrators from
asking us again· and again for more
money; They will just assume that
we will pay, no questions asked.
Unless a stand is taken now, the
administration will continue to take
advantage of the student body.
State leaders must be made aware
that they cannot just send out bills
whenever they feel like it. Students
have a right to know about the bills
in advance so that they can plan on
how to come up with the extra
funds. Also, what is to prevent the
Board of Trustees from handing out
another bill in giid-1'.l~ch,
0

what students are paying more for?
We all know the aggravation of
trying to get into classes to fufill
major requirements.
Most importantly, who has the
money? Student budgets were
planned before school was in
session. In many cases, students
are just scraping by with what they
have now. Even if parents are
footing the bill, many of them may
find the extra financial burden a
problem.
If you intend to pay the bill
because you are afraid of not being
able to graduate or to register for
next semester, keep this in mind: If
everybody stands together, they
can't deny everybody on campus
degrees and schedules.
These threats are a strong-arm
tactic that can be ·beat by simply
standing together and supporting
your fellow students.
Students of BSC, take a stand!
Don't just pretend that it doesn't
affect you. In the long run, it will.
We ar~ aU in this together, thisis

our chance to make our voices
heard. Wlien you r~eive.,

The quality of education has gone or Comment offices. Sign the
down drastically, more is being petitions. Write or call Governor
paid for much less. ~omething Dukakis
office and state
seems wrong with that. This representatives.
semester, the course load was
slashed, the teaching staff
If everybody works together, we
diminished. Anyone who had to can defeat the fee, and concentrate
drop/add found most classes on more productive wa~ to raise
already full beyond capacity. Is this the needed funds.
1

Letters Submission Policy
The Comment welcomes your Letters to.the Editor. Our Letters page is a forum we
proudly make availablefor the benefit of our readership~ To facilitate our being able to
serve our readers more efficiently. we ask that .several guidelines be followed when
preparing yourletter.
1. All submissions should be typed, or neatly handwritten.
2. Please keep letters to a limit of approzjmately 250 words.·
3. All submissions must be .recieved in our office by noon Monday for
publication on Thursday.
4. The Comment reserves the right to edit all submissions for grammar,
spelling, and length. It is expected that an author will check his/her own
submission for accuracy, and the Comment cannot be responsible for factual
errors within letters.
5. All letters must include a signature and a phone number for varification. ·
Unsigned letters will be held one week, and discarded. They will not be
published unless th~y are signed.
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The impending fee is an
'unwarranted punishment'
To the Editor:
The impending $125 fee that was
imposed on the students by the Board of
Trustees is. really a ridiculous fine; an
unjustifiably, unwarranted penalty, and an

u_ngraciously, unpleasant punishment. It
has to be all of these things, because the
students have already paid their bills, or
are about to do so upon receipt of grants
and loans, at the contractually agreed
price. The college is not entitled, and
cannot demand, to get more money.
If the college or any other governmental
agency demands the money, and
. subsequently makes threats of cancelling
classes, not allowing graduation, not providing financial aid, etc., they would
violate the contract, law, and moral
principles, and they would be engaging in
unfair arid unethical business practices.
The students can sue for damages.

The college can only receive the
contracted price: :rhe college does not get
a penny more or a penny less. The .college
does not get to demand m()re money for
the same reason why students cannot
demand air conditioners in. their classes.
Only requests can be made. Of course, I
would say "request denied."
The Administrators treat the students
like cattle; some students and. visitors
have even been branded, in order to enter .
the dorms at night, due to the notoriously
elaborate, hands tamping policy. The
college has other communistically:
dictatorial policies. ,, This kind of'
educational system that teaches students to
be subserviently, submissive pawns is
venomously unhealthy.
Bridgewater State College and the
students have encountered enough
problems in the past,. including. a corrupt
cont. onp. 9
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C.R.E.Ed: one group which 'is fightin~ for stu de nts

They are tired of hearing negative remarks from the students of BSC
To the Editor:
A Letter to Other Concerned Students:
How many times have you been in
discussi on with someon e about the ·
college you attend and have heard
nothing but negative remarks ? How
many times have you seen an action
being taken on campus or in the State
Legislat ure
seems detrimental to
you the student (i.e. fee increase s,
tuition increases, classes unavailable or
oveiaowded)? .

that

How many times have you
question ed a decision or action ai:id
wondered how it could have been made
when a reasonable, ethical person would
not have conside red it? HQ~ many
times have you wanted your voice

reanr.

If these are points that you have
brought up to yourself or others, you
can help change things. It needs
everyone working together and letting·
their coordinated voice be heard. Sitting
in the backgro und and crumbli ng
doesn't help. C.R.E.Ed. (Coalition for
Responsibility and Ethics in Education)

MassPIRG still has the
support of BSC students
Dear Student Bcxly,

We would like to update you about a
new club on campus , Bridgew ater
Students for MassPIRG, and invite you to
get involved next semester. Our purpose
is to educate the Bridgew ater campus
about MassPI RG, its issues, the
opportu nities that a MassPIR G chapter
would provide, and to assess the support
of the student body for the existenc e of a
MassPIR G chapter at Bridgew ater. We
plan to kick off the semeste r with an
extensiv e outreach effort to educate the
campus and to involve interested studenJs
in our efforts to bring MassPIR G back to
Bridgewater.
MassPIR G is

chapter at MassPIR G's student Board of
Director s, who choose the· issues on
wliich MassPIR G works.
Next semester, MassPIR G chapters will
be focusing on two campaigns. These are
reducing the use of toxics across the state
and working toward a sensible child care
policy.
MassPIR G recently released a report
docume nting extensiv e toxics hazards
across the state, and has gathered over 130
legislative co-sponsors for the MassPIR G
sponsored Toxics Use Reductio n Bill. In
addition, MassPIRG research on the child
care crisis in the state has led to an
innovat ive solution . the Child Care
Linkage Bill.

Next semester, campus chapters will· be

ii!Jfi1!4~·~a·
of .MassPIRG is· to. pool resource s with
· students from across the state to have
impact on is8ues that e~rui beyond the
campus; issues. !ike to:Xic waste· cleanup
and lower auto insurance rates.
A MassPIR G chapter is formed when
the student body makes a democra tic
decision to fomi and fund a chapter and to
become part of the statewid e campus
network . Student s have a say in the
waivabl e fee on the tuition bill. This fee
allows the majority to fund the chapter,
while giving any individu al student the
.opportunity to waive the fee. Students are
elected by each chapter to represen t the

We invite students who are interested in
having impact on public interest issues to
join Bridgewater Students for MassPIRG.

Sincerely,
Bridgewater Students for MassPIRG
Jack Coleman-President
Jim McElhinney-Vice Presiden t
Tom Lupien- Clerk
Scott Faria-Treasurer

is making our voice heard. Show your
suport.
This is not just for our campus but
also for all who offer public higher
education. It's time we were heard and
only you, collectively, can do this.
We are all affected by recent budget
constrai nts and unethica l actions on
campus and in the state. Let's show that
we care and refuse to accept the old
phrase "That's just the way it i~; there
is nothing you can do about it"
For more answers on what we can
do,/ I suggest you contact your
representatives on the SGA and State

Student Organiz ation to learn more
about their plans and how you can get
involved in this. And, as C.R.E.E d.
develop s its program s and actions for
the semeste r, it will share these with
everyon e on campus. C.R.E.E d. will be
holding events in which you can
become involved . Keep your eyes on
the Comment for announc ements.
Vardis Riel
BSC Student Class of 1990
"4ld
Denny Ciganovic
C.R.E.Ed.

Longo responds to err or
concerning his rem ark s
To the Editor:
I am writing to clarify a statemen t
that was attributed to me in last week's
edition of the Comment (Februa ry 2).
In the article, "SGA resoluti ons
support the protest of the impendi ng
fee," I was quoted as saying, "I voted no
on the motion, but I did not think the
students would care about it"
That quote is badly out of context. I
first stated that I voted no. then I went

on to explain why I felt the students are
being asked to pay this fee. Namely ,
the school and the state "doesn't think
the students care about it."
I know for a fact that we do care
about our educatio n, and we cannot .
afford to bail the state out I also know
that the school did everythi ng it could
to avoid the !tfee."
F. Scott Longo
Student Trustee

Stu den t exp res ses ou tra ge
?\P out . ).2 5 fee
would contribute to chao~

We, the students want amore perfect
college . We do not want to be
manipul ated by the administrators and
politicia ns- the state legislato rs, the
Board of Regents , and Dukakis - those
despotic, despiteful, little "tyrantlings."
Frankly , these tyrantlings think the
students will do almost anything for a
diploma . But, they think wrongl~, 1 ~n4.
vainly. A diploma is merel;y a:P;i~ce. of

incn~asc

p~guing
Those who have studied history
know that unusua l, trouble some
demand s shall not be appeased~ We
shall not 'iYield to their demand s. Thou
shalt resist. I wiU not pay the
ridiculous, ex post facto fine.
Robert King
Class of 1989

Is the sniffling an d sne ezi ng bri ng ing yo u do wn ?
CONTEND ERE
By John R. Bums, III
and Caitlin Andrew s
Comment staff
If you haven' t had it, you·
certain ly know someb ody who
has.

Maybe it was your roommate.
If you were really lucky, it may
have been one of your
professors.
If you're feeling jealous , or left
out, fear not!
Your day will
come!

You can tell somebody has got
it from a mile away. . The
charact eristics of its holders are
more than obviou s. Red nose.
Ras:ey, (if an-.y), voice. The

nearly uncontrollable urge to stay
in bed all day.
While some people get the
"Common Cold," the majority of
the campu s, this semester seems
to be sharing a common Flu.
·
In some people , it has found
easy victims. Classes have peen
blown off, (along with the
suffere r's nose). . Friend s;
relativ es, and roomm ates have
been forced to put up with their
patient's misery.·. And the farthest
trip. made has been across the
room for another glass of orange
juice and cough drop.
·
In other cases, the victims have
attemp ted to . be more valiant .
They have diligently attended to
class, societ y, and even
homework. Meals have not been .
misse d,
and
afflic ted

acquai ntance s have been apt to '
curse the courag eous souls for
being disgustingly good-n atured
about their torture.
More than a few membe rs of
the college community have been
forced to become.instant experts
in chemistry and medicine to deal
with all the "-trex "-es,
"-icillin" .;.s, "aspirin-free" -s, and
other medicines on the market.
Still more hav~ relied on tJ?.ed
and (sort of) true home remedies?
t•natur al" · cures, and other
''simple " methods of relief. (Can
you gargle· the theme from The
Brady Bunch?)

· course , lots . of affecti onate,
doting care from · everyb ody
around you. (or at least a little
exaggerated sympathy.)

Sooner or later, Mothe r Nature
will remem ber that this is New
Englan d, and we expect more
change able weathe r, but until
then, we'll grab our OJ, f!uff 01:1f
pillow s and settle in to nde this
thing out.

If nothil].g else, take comfo rt in
the fact that if you've got it,

you're not alone, and if you
haven't, it's coming ! You do not
know where and you do not
kli;ow when. But it will get you!

Whatever your chosen means is

for dealin g with this most

unwan ted visitor , the best cure
still seems to be plenty of rest, an
occaisi onal cough drop and, of

You cannot escape it. It will
find you, regard less of where
you hide. It's coming !

7
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'•
·as passed by the SGA on January 31
"

.

· The Student Government Congress has resolved that
the students of BSC shOuld
express their. protest of the
.
impending $125 fee by refusing to pay it, and send the bill
to the Governor's Office.
.

JOIN THE EFFORT
Wed., Feb. 15, at 1 p.m..
Boyden Hall Front Stairs
Attend ~GA's Tuesday night meeting, Feb. 14 at6:00 in the Council of Chambers

The Comment
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1s
your

favorite
song for Valentines

Lunch

·c
A
M
p

u
s

.Minesf:rQne soup
· Cheese pizza
Macaroni & chese
Green beans

N

u

1Vrine$try:i.!J~ soup

\:Rdast:~ey/'~a:vy:

Bacon burger
M~hed potato

Cauliflower au gratin
Mixed vegetables

Clam chowder

Clam chowder

Hot pastrami
Tuna melt
Potato puffs
Mixed vegetables

Seafood plattere
Pepperoni pizza
Onion rings
Beans/carrots

Tomato soup
Steak and cheese sub
Tuna salad on bulkie

Tomato soup
Chicken cutlet
Zi ti/meatsauce
Italia,O. potatoes
Peas/cauliflower

Homefries
Zucchini & tomato
Chicken noodle.soup
Hot turkey sandwich

Fried clam roll

M
E

Dinne.r

Chicken noodle soup
Spaghetti/ meatsauce
Grilled knockwurst/saurkraut

Potato puffs

Beets/broccoli

Clam chowder
Chicken filet on bun
Macaroni & chese
French fries
Green beans

Clam chowder
Baked lasagna
Turkey & cheese croissant
Com/peas
Rice

Pizza

Roast beef
Seafood newburg
Rice

Sliced carrots

Green beans/com

Chicken & rice soup

Beef noodle

Pie & ice cream

Corn chowder
BBQ on a bun
Turkey tetrazzini

Potato puffs
Green beans

Com chowder
Pork chops
1/4 hamburger
Baked potato bar
Oriental mixed vegetables_
Squash
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MORRI SON INCOR PORAT ED

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES: 4721 MORRISON DRIVE, P.O. BOX 160266, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36625

BRIDGEWATER STA TE COL LEG E
FOO D SER VIC E POI NT PLA N
FOR

COM MUT ER
AND

CONTINUING EDU CAT ION
STU DEN TS

"IT'S NO T TOO IAT E"
Bridgewate r State College "Points~' Permit you to purchase food at the Adrtan Rondileau Campus
Center through the convenienc e of becoming a i:nember of the Brtdgewat er State College Point Card
Club. Commuter s and Continuing Education Students of Bridgewat er State College may purchasePoint Cards. Points are the equivalent of cash, and may be used as such to purchase food items .
.To buy into this system, an initial $45.00 deposit will be required. For this initial deposit, you will
receive $50.00 worth of BSC Points. In addition, students may add to their balance of points by''. '
depositing in $20.00 increments to receive $22.50 in BSC Points.
"'_
Commuter and Continullig :EduGq,tion Students enrolling in the BSC Point Card Club by the tentli
day of February will become eligible' to win the following:
FirstPlize ........... ~· ... >.i ................ ................ ................ ........ 10-Speed Bicycle
.Second Prize ................ ................ ................ ............. $75.00 in BSC Points
Third Prize ................. ........ ~ ................ ................ ...... $50.00 in BSC Points
Fourth Prize ............... -~ ................ ................ ............. $25.00 in BSC Points

Winners \Vill be announced ill The Commen~on February 16. 1989.
So huny and join the BSC Poillt Card Club by completing the following order form!

r----~---~-~--~~-~~-~~~-~-~-~~-----~--------~----,
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

.

Name:
Address:
Phone:
.
Amount of Deposit:$

L

. - BSC POINT CARD

c·LUB ORDER FORM -

I ·

I·

.I

''

I

r

'

.
NOTE: Please remit your check to Morrison's Custom Manageme nt, PO Box 320, Bridgewate r, MA Q2324

I
I
I

I

------------------------~-----------------------~

For further informatio n contact us. Our phone number is (508)697-3 900, extensiqn 2262, or come
by and see us at the food service office in Tillinghast Hall.
.
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B-(Boger)
If I had a flower for every
time I thought of'you, I
could walk forever in my
garden!!!!
I'm glad you're back!
ILY,
Sammy
Hey Steph"Daniels" sends his love and
K. T. wants to know how
much you like her brother's
L.J.'s???
Go for it!
TedeschiGoofy sends his love and is
counting the days until you
return to his open arms, or
should I say "paws."
Shots! Guess who?!
Kim!
Your tight aerobics clothes
are just a little too much.
· Careful, someone may
notice you!
Haha! C.
DianeA victim of cupid' s arrow!
Have a great day!
Cof82

BSC housing staff
Hope that all of you have a
Happy Valentine's Day. It's
been a great experience
being with all of you.
Thanks, Kevin
Kathy R.
It's been great spending
time with you this semester.
Hopefully we can keep
doing it. Have a Happy ·
Valentine's Day. Take care!
Love,
Kevin

Ellie Mae
Ma, I hope that you· have a
super Valentine's Day.
You're not ugly, like I said,
Kunkster.
Love,· always,
Your eldest son
(Jerry's son)

To all sororities and
fraternities:
Hope everyone has a super
Valentine's Day, and a great
semester! Good luck in all
you do.
Love,
The sisters of Gamma Phi
Beta

To some chick who used to
be called Mary Stop trying so hard to find
what you 're looking
for ...beauty is only skin
deep you know - We love
you!
T&C

Chris:
Hope our semester together
is as fun as its been. Thanks
for that sense of humor. El
Torito's maybe?

To P.C.You're all so unique. Hope
each of you has a great day!

o

Lo~e,

Del ta pledge class of
Gamma Phi Beta:
Congratulations on your
recent initiation into
sisterhood! I love you all.
Love,
God's Assistant r'i
Dawn.....
We don't need any men for
Valentine's Day ... We have
each other! Thanks for your
love and support. Happy
Valentine1 s Day!
Love,

K.T.

Thursday.. February 9, 1989

Dee

To Peter H.See- you did get a message.
Happy Valentine's Day!
To Jane D.- ScottHavea Wonderful Day!
Happy anniversary!

11

Donnie,
I love you. Happy
Valentine's Day.!
Yours always,
Ann
Linda,
My Love for you grows day
by day as it has for 3 years
now. I Love you now
forever.
Love,
Jeff
·
Pat Taylor
When are we going to El
Toritos? Don't be afraid!
C.+D.

To John F.Thanks for all the extra
help. Hope you have a
wonderful day. Enjoy
yourself.
To Sandy, Jodi, AQ, etc.Just wanted to say hi to the
R.R.S.
To Alice D.Bet you thought you
wouldn't get a message.

"vv:rong." Happy

Dee
How about a little Taylor
Dayne?
Love,
Romn·ie

~;sDay.

A.I.
Who knows, maybe you'll
be "in celebration" on
V-Day. Look out! (only
kidding.)
Cof82

"G""
Love is ... "Villinova"
:Love is not..~ the phone bill
to Villinova. Ha ha.
"Cat"

JazzWelcome to Wood!
S'AGAPOA!
Ca~y

Susan MacDonald
Never a borrower or lender
be- Your face looks like a
chickadee!!
HappyV-D.
It's been a lot of fun finally
getting together with my
favorite "aunt!"
Love,
your nephew
Lisa,
How about dinner?!
Mike (frorn AC240)

"K.K., M.V., D.D.
We worked hard for
November 8. It ·paid off,
thank goodness! Four years
of good work in
Washington. Let's do more
celebrating for that cause.
Bush '88.
PUGSY

Congratulations on
1,000 points!! ~signed
·
The Wino

/ -..e:. . . .

1 l~:n·tine's

<f»

t)~y.

fl'ove youand tniss you.
Love,
A. Margaret

Susan Limone
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
A person from the past
219 Durgin

Matt, David, Caroline
Have a Happy Valentine's
Day! I love you!
Love,
Margaret

To our wonderful house
mother:
Happy Valentine's Day,
Ellen.
Love,
Condo9A

Jo:
Thanks for all the good
times-all of them. Thanks
for all the bad times the few
of them~ Mostly, thanks for
being "us" for so damn
long.
J.W.

·:t·!W;.;

aMl:it ·dgH1ng a truce
for Valentine's Day?
Love,
Charlie

59What a groovy kind of love.
Martha's Vineyard on the
porch- it has your name on

it.

Michael, Chester, Brian
Please don't break too many
hearts this Valentine's Day.
Have a good one!
Love,
Annie
Katy:
Thanks

Rachel (my heart's desire)
Even though you love the
Beatles and Pookie, is there
room in your heart for me? I
could make you happier
because I love you more.
S.P.

~skinhe~d
. Jeff Allen:
I love the way you look!!!
JB and Pam.Happy Valentine's Day and. may that problem take
flight - to Peoria, ...
Lots of love,
Lee
Happy Valentine1s Day to
all of Dance Company!

"Champagne and whispers 11

FranBest ofluck with your
engagement. I hope you and
, your fiance have ma.ny
happy days together.
T.E.P.
You always have been and
always will be my
SWEETHEART!
Love,
Rob
Happy Valentine's Day to
fellow Macaque-heads!!

TriciaWho's behind thatmask?
OOOOH, sexy!
Cathy
Paula"Do you want another life
saver? No, thanks, I already
have some! Are we back at
Tony's?"
Susan-

Happy Valentine's Day to

my favorite ex~roommie!
(Try to narrow it down to
one valentihe!)
Love,
Lori

Chris and KathyHappy Valentine's Day to
the both of you! Remember
th.e things that are''Great''tt
Love,
Lori

WAAH
Ken,
I love you more with each
passing day.
. Love,
Margaret
Karen H.After time spent with you,
· and many nights laughing, I .
just want you to know what
a great time I'm having.
BE MY VALENTINE!
Timothy John

-AngelaC.

John B.-

It's. been wonderful. Happy
Valentine's, my love.
Love,
Pam
To all the women of BSC
that I have ever thought
about asking out, or even
considering asking out,. or
the ones I haven't thought
about yet:
I''M STILL WAIDNG!l!
M.A.
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Chris JoyceYou'll always be my
"sweetheart"!
I L.Y.
Laurie
Dinneen and DawnThanks for being such great
friends! Happy Valentine's
Day!
Chris
D.A 69 on a Sex Test?

c.

AtilaHappy Valentine's Day!
Love,
your favorite ex-roomie.
Happee Vawentyne's Day,
Elmer!
Love,
Spikey
SuzyM.
I don't mean to rush things,
but my heart won't rest until
were more than "just
friends."
Love,E.·
Kathy, Kevin, Cindy,. Jane,
Mike, and Dan, etc ...
Thanks for all the extra
support and friendship. I
wish you all the best
Valentine's Day possible.
Kathy, CindyWho could ask for more.
GREAT friends- good
times.

Thanks for ev_erything.
Happy V:~~pline's Day
:rvfichaelI love bumping into you on
campus! I'm glad you're
back after 2 years at
HaiVard! Love you lots!
Lori

CutieYou're still the best and
always will be. I miss you
so much!
S.W.A.K.

M.
Jenny-

Happy V-day and B-day!
Ti Amo Bella
MeatBSC

••

To Heidi (?) - the girl who
dropped French 101:
Where did you go? Did the
professor scare you off?
Did you decide to take
Swahili instead? Let me
know. Leave me a message
at the Comment office in the
Campus Center. Hope to
hear from you soon.
- The guy who talked to you
in French class (P.S. My
name is Brent)

Tracy, Julie, Ana, CarrineHave A Happy 11 l up I
down"
Valentine's Day!
MikeeWe talk, we cry, we Ja.ugh
and we play. No two best
friends could be any closer.
Every day with you ends in
a smile. 1-4-3 handsome.
Kris

xcxcxcx
S:
So, which Mike is it this
week? Hopefully all! Hope
your Valentine's Day is as
wonderful as you are.
Thank you for being such a
good friend these past few
years. I love you.

CindyM.
What about next weekend.
Let's share time not just as a
friend.
I really do love you.
Happy Valentine's Day.

Dee

Joanne W.I hope your whole family
has a great Valentine's Day!
Louise Calandrella

Mickey's Mart & WDWHappy Valentine's Day
Prince Chamant
SeanWish y,ou were here with
me at BSC. I mi'ss you and

. Tim
Happy Valentine's Day! I
love you!
Kristin

lLOVEYOU..

TomThanks for being you and
being in my life.
Chris

etsy"Are these scissors???
Thanks Betsy, but never
mind."

Cathy

Chris,
We're planning a BIG party
for your return.
Is Yangtze alright?
JB

'L. HicksterHi Exxon- friends forever
and a day.
Unleaded.

To my roomie,
. Hey! U look like I have
AIDS.
Remember the gooq times,
especially Duane's mail,
stopsign, STOPSIGN!
and the Box Spring.
From the one who doesn't
sleep (or can't)

Kristin11It was good for me; was it
good for you?"
Loon Mountain '89

Where are the p~king
spaces?"· "How many
people are in this Jetta?"
"Go back to Tony's! 11

Dear Debbie,
Happy Valentine's Day,
Sweetie.
Love Always,
Pat .

A

v

Dear Sarah,

a sister"

Pi-Pi is a dog, not
CFUBAR

II
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RugRat
·.Happy Valentine's Day
.. Stay happy
Beej

Naoe
Ko-Knee-Chee-Wa
Roommate
I hope you hav:e a
wonderfulValentin e's Day.

. r
To Sally:
Happy Valentine's Day
Love,
F. Scott

Euanna
The check's in the mail, I
swear! Take care of the
kids! Be careful of that guy
I see you with.
Love,
Your ex-husband

Tau Alpha Kappa
Happy Valentine's Day!
We are still as strong as
Love,
Sheryl

my best friend, lover,
backrub giver, weightlifter
cuddler and make me feel
good all over in every way
boyfriend! Love always
from your honeybun,
cutenose, sexy garter belt
wearer and m~e y9u feel

Kelly T ~ a~d KellyNI.
· .• Drlving.fromTony 's- :
"Where are the lifesavers?"

women!!!!! ·
From you know who.
(or you'd better)

ever.

Happy Valentine's Day to

CosThank you so much for a
wonderful year. I don't
know what I'd do without
you. Happy Valentine's
Day!! And reniember-"Halff Hon." I love you
· very much!!!!
Love, · ···
Melon xoxoxo

Ellen & Carol on Church
Street:
Happy Valentine's Day to
two hot, sexy, and beautiful

The lovely ladies of

Kathy, MA, Keva+ Erica
You-all are a "pretty
awesome group of friends."
Thought you'd ought to
know that you're the best.
Thanks .for the weekends.

Eric,
Thank you for the best 9
months of my life. You are
my best friend and I will
love you.forever.
Love, Melina

Chris:
We must play Taylor
·Dayne, hit the computer
room, go to the gym, and
practice for our "class" on
Valentine's Day! Have a
happy one-.
Love, Dee.
Kristina Sakellis
May I help you? Why yes-

ITSAPALM1WEE
Happy Valentine's Day
I would like to wish all the
girl's at Woodward Hall a
Happy Valenytine:s D,µ.y
also Tracey & Diane.
Your co. worker & janitor
Dena

. Apartment 9A:
Happy Valentine's Day!!!
Lynn, Kathy, Jane,Nancy,
Jill, Joanne.
From, Annie

Brian
Happy Valentirie's Day to
:niy favorite valentine!

Love,
Heather.

Anne + Caitlin
Hey Fat Girlstt
I hope your men (J+J) make
your day!
I love you two!
Love alwaysJ
FatGir1#3

The Comment
Happy Valentine's Day!
You make work
worthwhile!
Thanks for all the papers! !
Love
Your co-w~rker!

Chris
·Happy Valentine's DaY10 a
great boyfriend. Thanks for
being there when I needed
you and for being my
friend. I love you.
Love always,
Ann

Muppett:
Yo .... how 'bout it?
~

Scott Miller:
I've been watching you all
year. I'd love to get to know
you better. You little
stallion.
Someone who admires you.
Mom+Dad:
Thank you for everything. I
love you both.
Love, Margaret Jr.
D.J.D.
Have a Happy Valentine's
·,~•.'1!'~~1~~~1,,love you more than

Hey Ethel: (alias Jenny-fer)
Have a Happy V-Daywith
Rickster (sounds like
you're stealing my valentine)Your buddy,
' Lucy!

DearSeanMy world stands still when
I'm with you! It isn't too
hard to see we're in
HEAVEN,·
Love always,
Jane

o

To my roommates of 42,
Thank you for all the great

...tll:n~s we have

had~

,,im:~.,,~eat.1·
.

•._·.. ... . . .

/ll he .great.,

Happy'Valentin~.'s'DayJ

L<>ve,

<

Your o~~~ :-~~--'.~,:«;";~

··

Jacqui,
Thank you for being a great

friend.
HappyValentine's Day!
Sheryl

~
Kathy+MA
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Happy Valentine's Day
to you 2!
Love,
Anne

David Penza
Happy Valentines Day!
Thank you for being so
good tome.
Love,
The Copy Mach~e

·.Dawn:
It's a bird;'it's a plane; it's
chicken man!
Love,
C&D
Hannah:
Watch out Solid Gold, here
we come. Be good (well.. ..
try) and have a great
Valentine's Day.
Love,
D

Judy R.
Kilse Baises Kisses
a' to
nach
Don't you know
to Glasgow
To Game Room Mikey in
211,
Interested but anonymous.
Find me.
Who knows?
_-Your last guess.
Curtis H.

T&M
Always & forever. Is this
the end or did we just begin
'it!?..

W airing for the courage to

: HeidiK.Good hick and have a great
"day! , - Lee

Y

ask you out.

xoxoxo

A friend in class
Paul:

Chris Will you be my Valentine
today, and for always?
Love,

Ann
Dear Bunny Rabbitsomeone loves you very
much, and I hope you know
who it is - xxxoo
and lots of mushy stuff too!

·

x

TimThe love of our lives,
especially when the phone
rings at 11:30 a.m.!
The girls in 82 .
11

F. Scott Longo
Warm wishes of a Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love,
Annie Hall
}..1r

To Sweetlmees (E.S.)
I love you so very much.
Happy Valentine's ('89) and
Happy Anniversary.
Congratulations on your
graduation.
Love,
Your little Conoli

1.

Jane Gallant
I've watched you from afar
rnaking salads at "Gary's"
but now my heart is broken; ·
you've moved on ..... I
think of you often.
Happy Valentine's Day.

Betty Ann Wray
Have yourself a very Happy
Valentine's Day
You deserve it
Love,
Anne

Tricia V. White
I love you so much and I
just want you to know that
I would never buy vowels
from anybody except you.
Love, forever and always,
Pat (John).

'life~··

Terry and LisaT .- could you please give
me directions to 104, or is it
106?
L.- "C., I forgot my I.D."
Later the same evening-"C. I will if you will?!!"
H;aha!

Mr. Bucca Bill

Steve,
Stop by sometime.
M.C.'

:rvir. Maddog O'Connor:
Roses are red
Violets are blue
I may never forgive you
fQr what happened at age 2.
Happy Valentine's Day.
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cu mean the world to me!
Love, forever,

chrisune xoxo
To my. friends Laurie,
Janet, and Emma. Thanks
for making my last real
semester a blast!! We've
had some great times and
there'll Pe plenty more.
Thanks guys! (hey, how
does peach sound?!)
Love,
Christine
Aunt Janet

Hey Aluminum SteelWhen was the Civil War?
Just kidding! Happy
Valentine's Dayl
Guess who?
JeffYou're not only my fiance,
but my best friend too.

11

Twizzler
Just thought I'd say 'Hi!'
Ha-hal
XO, Mel
J. Reardon"! Lust you!" Hope to see
you soon, real soon.
All my love and lustDebbie Gibson
LauraHave a melted kiss squished
in your hand for me!
Beth R.
Am I too late?
I want you back.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Dr. Pezzulich
You speak in poetry
fI.A.S.N.?!
1434- I love you, Todd.
This is only the
beginning....
All of my love.
Marge.

Thanks for all you do. 1
love you~
~inda

.

·:t~"itll~;,~ys ·or the
·Comment:

Remember })ehind every
issue stands the ll~e girls! . :,· :·

Beware, we may•slipfemal~·M·
hormone pills in your
Cokes!
Love, CAD

Julie WebberI'm glad everything is going
fine
And I can't wait until you're
all mine
But in the meantime
Be my valentine
Love,
Sean
_.r,

.,Mags'.'"
Hi! Sgro I missed your
birthday. Hope you have a
wonderful.Valentine's Day.
''You Big Pig"
Happy Valentine's Day to
the Lobostest with the
mostest, Life saving Sally,
Aqua.tic Kos, Mangoheaded
bimbo, R~boppin Robbyn,·
-Lars and The lap,. Check me
out Len-t, Pit bound Hez,
Pick, and Flick it Murphy,
Drip - oops I mean Ripp,
Lacerte M.D., Russo the
missing Mufffy and Aunty
,Trish Eviz! ·
.Love,
A girly friend!

"1-4-3-5-9"
Guess I just wanted to say
Happy Valentine's Day!
I wish I could tell the world.
We are together, and I'll
love you always! Forever in
my heart. Always on my
mind.
I truly. love you!!!
Just Because.
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Mary,
Bermuda, Bahamas ...
Let's blow this joint.
I'll bring the drinks and
we'll have a business!!
(It'll be better than cocktails)
Love ya

Phi Sigma Sigma~
We made it...finally!
Aim High!
Alpha pledges: "You're the
best!"
Good luck to the Beta
pledges.
Love,
Rebel.

Princey

Connie
Cleaned any bedspreads
lately?
Happy Valentine's Day!
K.M.

Annie Hall,
Let's run away!
Love,
F. Woody.
Lance,
Congratulations!
You won the bet.
Have fun - don't drink it all
in one time.
Love,
Cindil..ou
Happy Valentine's Day to
Joanne and Fred.
Love,
Casper.
To my roomies in 324! !
Thanks for all the fun,
laughs, smokes and drinks I love you bOth Your 3rd mate,
CindiLou

manager:
Nice Nose!
Enjoy the single life for a
while. She was a bimbo
anyway. Now you can get
back to your job!
How swell!!
-The Clean Family
Sat. 6-9 WBIM
<~,_ ~~c~
\,_,.";::,:(Might as well plug th~::- :'
\$Q~,, while we're he"~~)p'·
..

1

T~~embers of ~;it
u t~

Wbi"'· <ti~

,&,f
naCCl};[~1:;e a__ , . · ~~~¥

Pigeon-.FlavdteH~Jµh1lord

Plant-Sale Assumption:
''Hey Guys, wanna jam?"
Your bassist/vocalist

Kelly, Jacqui and Michelle,
Happy Valentine's Day
Love,
CindiLou
Kelly - Stay away from the
candy!

Steven,
My insides ache for you,
my knees quiver when you
walk by. I love you and
want to have all your
children.
(I hope.)

Kathleen

Love,
CindiLou
Allen, Lance, Jimbo and
Todd,
You are the best guys ever.
Thanks for all the fun!
I love you all!
CindiLou
Lance, can I move in soon?
B.J.
You sexy babe~
You and·me,

NOW

C.L.

the time
Sh!ate toi~etlher as much
. _,_.,,.._·:-- not, fake it
an·yWiiY ~Ll)a ke<:!D me happy.

Lynnie Rabbit
Congratulations on your
1,000 points!
Happy Valentine's Day! .
Love,

o

David,
Happy Valentine's Day
Sweetie!!
Thanks for putting up with
me.
Ida Love U!

xoxoxox
Julie

Love·,

Dear Handsome Man in
#322
I was wondering if you
were busy Tuesday night?
I know a quiet little place
that serves fabulous hot
fudge sundaes and coffee.
Interested?
·

Debbie
Kirste's History!
f!aven't I seen you
somewhere before?
It's not a line - really!
Your roommate says thanks
for Craig and Paul.
Be my Valentine!
Love, Greg

The Prowler
Eric,
Whatever may happen in my
life, I know I will be able to
get through it as long as I
have you. I love you!
Love always, Melina

Are you a Gamma guy?
Gamma Phi Beta's Crush
Party Returns!!
Watch for details,
We may have a crush on
you! 11!!!

Where have you been?

xoxoxo

To my Big-Brother Snurfy,
Thanks for always being

there for me,
I always enjoy our talks.
Your loving little sis,
CindiLou

Dan·D.

I miss being your third
roommate.
Your old third roommate. ·
-MDW-

S.M.M.
Meet me at THE PUB on
Friday.

Winter, Spring,
Summer or Fall.. .
Happy Valentines day
-MCF-

Pleeeeasel? OXOXO
To my friends iri·68 Wood,
· Happy Valentine's Day!
Susan
Darren,

Happy Valentine's Day!
Wish you were minet
P.S. looking forward to
baseball season.!
.

.

Bun(s)
both oodles +

To Robert
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Yours Truly,
Christine

xoxo

Sarah, Cathy, Ann Marie,
Janice, Cindy, Kelly, Val
and Lynn,
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Thanks for being such great
friends.
Have a great day!
Love,
Christine

Sean,
2-1/2 years is only the
beginning!! (Spring 1992)
I Love You!
Paula

XO
To R.C.
What we have together feels
so right and it keeps on
getting stronger.
I love you so much! 1
Love,

f""'t
"1/

E.C.

To the brothers and sisters
of Tau Alpha Kappa,
Happy Valentine's Day Let's have a great semester Keep smiling and have fun!
Love,

CindiLou

Eric,
You big Geek- I love You!
Love, Weenie

Chrissy and Tom,
Valentine's Day
for so much.

xoxo

To the faithful and
wonderful, exciting
Comment staffLet's have some fun this
semester. Thanks for
sticking_ with me! I promise
to 'get my act together.
Love all of you,. Cait

Darren

"':.r:<,

your two favorite Pi-Pi
sisters.
·

Love,
A non-secret admirer

Keep smiling, and keep up
that Gamma Phi spit!
Love,
Your Secret Crescent Sister.

Police."

Patrick Pearce,
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Try to learn those rules by
heart -- There's a quiz
during study hours.
See ya soon.

Anne,
Play the field this semester!
What about Jim?

Happy Valentine's Day!
Thanks. for your support
this semester and the last

year.
Love yal Cait!

Bryon,
I lostyour respect. :S.ut, I'll
offer you my first born,
How's that?
Love ya, Cait
Steve,
Stop by sometime.
M.C.

The Comment
Dan &Jill,
Don't drip-dry in our hall

anymore.
Save it!!!!
The Neighbors!

Bryon,
Thanks for putting up with
me & my problem.
You're a great friend!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,

Pam
Chris,
From across the miles,
I wanted to wish you a
Happy Valentine's Day!
I can't wait til you come
home!
Love always, Cait!

··•;• . .•.••.•.::••<:•::;·:·

Parz,
alentine•s Day

Rone.
Make a wish.
I love you!
Crazy love
Emma.

e.
··

Ari'y-- ',

~

someone, · "JU ~·st,S ./
$15 .30:-----::::/

Steve,
How about if we meetby
·the card catalogues, under K
for Kentucky Rain,
sometime soon.
When does yourElvis tour
. ?
begm.
Love, Mary
Russ and Joanne,

rm so glad we became

Ed,
Happy Valentine's Day!
have given me so Much
to be thankful for.
I ~ove you so much.
Thanks for all the great
memories.
See you in Florida!
.Love al.ways,
Sheryl

not quite a bargain,
comparedto $10.99.
Have a great day.
Love,
Just a Girl

Snuggles,

Yes, you, I love you!
You are the best
One question?
When is the big day?
I hope soon!
Love,
Your little Princess

Kim Molle,
Happy Valentine's Day,
and Congrats on your
presidency.
Gamma Phi Beta #1
Love,
Your Secret Crescent Sister

Love,

Sheila, Donna, Denny and
the whole Career Planning
and Placement office,
'

Thanks for everything.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
KV

., .µ11!

;n,
It may not be UMass this
.
year
Love you guys lots!
Maura

rm

older.
Forget Bob Forget Keith - He's no
good!
Besides, I bought you a
drink on my birthday!

Allen
Bebs,
Help me!
I'm suffering from
Wilmington withdrawal.
We have to go soon CBut

when?")
Thanks for The Colonial Todd, Bob and Darwin
-What a day!
So much better than 18!!
(18?!)
Debbie

Happy Valentine's Day to
The bestest friend anyone
could ever ask for!
What would I do without
you?
Thanks.for Todd, the
Scursions, the 99, Allen's
calls and the Colonial.
P.S. - CalLDave! ! !
Love,
Sue

Brian Melvin,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
ARugger

To Curtis
Love yotfr smile,
fove your walk,
.·love.the way you look.·
Always on rriy mind
K.S.
.

Michael,

Mary,

"I sneezed so much I think
my nese is broke!"
I love you, kiddo! Through
good times and bad ones.
Why are we the only ones
who notice stuff like that?!
Happy Valentine's Day!
love ya, Cait!

You are everything to me.
I love you so much!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love always,
Felicia

Todd Hollister,
you sexy babe,
Hope that we can meet
sometime soon!
You know my phone
number.
Love,
Stephanie

Paul:
So glad w~ h~d the chance
to beconie dose friends.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Karen A.,

Happy Valentine's Day!
Another year has come upon
us. Only 1 left.

10-6-90
Love,
Ray.

DebbieB.
Hey, :Debbie Do you have a boyfriend?
Forget Lil Greg - rm bigger
and better.

Scruffy,

Happy Valentine's Day\

Pam

0

·

. ,,.:,Love,

Jill
To Kara,

Happy Valentine's Day!
I want fric and frac.

Linda-

143, me!

Thank you for the last year
and let's hope that there's

~···

many more to come.

nu . to·king's
·~ueen

Steve

level ane!
Guess Who

Mickey Mouse-

Dumbo just wants you-to
know she'll be thinking of
you on Valentine's Day.

Guess Who!?
To Joyce at WBIM:
Roses are Red
Too bad they're not mine
They could be yours!
Do dinner sometime?

Anonymous
(Hint: "I need a break0 )

To Jill,
" Have a Happy Valentine's

.

Day!

Hope you have a wonderful
· V-day.
It's wonderful making your
acquaintance.

Thanks for the.shower!
Let's drip-dry.
Love,

Dan
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9-18-87, 10-28-87 and
many other dates are so very
special to me.
I love you so much.
Happy Valentine's Day!
I love you,
l hope you hqave fun in
Florida with mel
Love always,
Me

friends!

Have a great and wild
Valentine's Day.
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Thanks for being
great ·rc>t?mmate, I
· lucky.

Love,

Your

Brothers and Sisters
Alpha Kappa
Happy Valentine's Dayt ·

Love,
Pam

The Comm ent Thursd ay, Februa ry 9, 1989
Happy Valenti ne's Day to
Darren ,
all of my friends on P.C.
Happy Valentine's Day!
. Love,
\Vish you were mine!
Happiness Committee
P.S. Lookin g forwar d to
baseball season!
Steve A
miss you. Please
ALL
We
To the chicks on Church
visit us.
come
Street:
V-Day!!!
Happy
You guys are one bunch of
fabulous babes!
Angie
Happy Valentine's Day!
W AAAAAAH!!!
Love,
Fifi
Mr. Smith
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Cait:
Hey little girl, want some
frostin g ....
or would you rather have

roses!
Happy Valentine's Day

EIC
To Bryon and Paul:

What's the matter?!? Don't
you like my cooking??!!
Happy Valenti ne's Day,
anyway!
Love,
your Slave for Life.

To everybody~from Tau
Kappa ~l,Ia:·
Happy V aledfyine's Day!
Love,
EllenY .

x
~
x

~

Steve and
Kevin:
A real school awaits your
arrival. Lookin g forward to
Spring Weekend!!!!!!!
Kathy,

Cindy~

Tall, Dark, and Handsome
in Tilly:
Thanks for just saying "hi.''
Do you believe in LUST at
first sight?!?
Happy Valentine's Day!!!
-from the Girl Next Door
TO THE E.M. U ECHO
Cathy, Mike and Allie:
Happy Valenti ne's Day! ,.....,
You guys are looking ~
good!! Keep it up!
Bryon, John, Steve, and Pai
THE B.S.C. COMM ENT

To Donnie, Michelle,
Caitlin, Lucy, Blackman
(MLC), Matt (and Tucker
GB and DQ), Shelley,
Cathy, Wanda , Vicki, Mac
P., Dwigh t E., Brad and
Tom S., Victom J 10 C and
D, Larry Swingl e, Taunton
and friends, S,G,K,J,
orth:
To Jennifer Youngw
and Flip, Trish and
Geoff
Roses are blue
and YOU:
Vance,
red
Violets are
VE. AND
·~~~':I'O~LO
''"'-·"·"'m·
1·%""·*····"
··1·1"~•"'""
!bi•.;w;~~-"
~ilSl@l!;~il
wl,~11ieci1N
.\.,~~~
~-\12:1:~
HAPPINESS! ! ! t! ! !
'Til I'm dead!
Love, Captain Di.
-Guess who?To my big brother Jim
Sahady:
ne's Day!
Valenti
Happy
Let's take anothe r road trip
real soon!
Love,
Your little sis!

..

-~••·.en·111~-lljl;-o•.:

~.J•fil

- ....
1111'111.•

l'l'l"lb••

1

...

Ellen, My Slave for Life:
Sounds good to me. You
name the time- I'll be there,
babe.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
B
To the "aggressive" one,
Lefs talk,
(bµt watch that curfewl)
Love~,

the paperbo y.

I would like to tell my
girlfriend, Heather, that I
love her very much, and
would not trade her for
anyone in the world.
I'm not interes ted in dating
any girls on this campus; ·
only her.
KeithL .

LisaO and.Bh avin P.:
· HappyA nnivers ary! 1989
Li-love is blind.
~
Love always ,
Dianne from BSC

V

~

To Stacie:
Be mine, NO?
· Love, Rick
Angie,
- Happy Valenti ne's Day!!
Meine freund!
"FeeFe e11
B.E.I.C .
Happy V-Day! Thanks for
letting me know what its like
at the top.
Sherylforever go for it
l3R
little
My
~ndl'llmeetyqu at Mickey s'
"' Allmy Love-

FD

.

To Laura
HAPPY VALEN TINE'S

DAY!!!
Love,
Your roomie , K. T.
Shari and Jean:
Good luck with student
teachin g and this semester.
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Love,
K.T.
P.L.
I may not have said it
before, thanx for the fun
times.
Love,
G.L.
Val and Janice
HAPPY VALEN TINE'S
DAY!!!
Love,
Katie
To Katie:
It's already been three
years!!
WOW!!!
Have a Happy Valenti ne's
Day. I hope Jim gives you
something nice!
Love,
Steph.

Mike
ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
you're funny!
Luck is necessary!
Caitlin:
You lost my respect
and that's 0.K.
Lose it again

Tammi
Dump him.
I'm better.
to
Soon be last chance .
Any questio ns?
J

Dear Johnny ,
You are the best thing that
has ever happen ed to me.
I'll never forget the day we
met-- April 24 was the best
day of my life.
Thank you for being there.
HAPPY VALE NTINE 'S
DAY, baby!!!
I LOVE YOU!!!!!
Foreve r,
Teresa (your buddy)

xoxoxoxox

To game room Mikey in
211:
C'mon .
Find me.
Betchy a can't.
Still interes ted?
-Your last guess.
RogerCute, cuddly , sweet, shy.
I'm so glad that you are my
Valentine.
I like you just becaus e your

and I'll mak:e.you··,
~+1\, «;~~\, ·;'·":'.• ··bl ~~ '.,..: ,

Happy Valent ine's Day!!!
EiC (B)
To all my buddie s on PC:
Happy Valent ine's Day!!
Love,
the Toaste r
Deb, Stacy: my buddie s-Lookin g forwar d to speech
and hearing science!
Let's overdo se on the
caffein e.
Love you, Cait
(p. s. I hope she did not hear
that one). ·

To the Bike Boy:
To lose 10 pounds , cut off
your head!
You still have to do a facial.
Happy Valel).tine's Pay!!
-stress ed out editor
To the Bike Boy:
You hurt her, and you'll be
sorry. Good· luck and
Happy V-Day !
Dianne You're a great roommate!
~'m lookin g forwar d to the
. !led Sox game.
I'll buy the :hotdogs!.
Happy Valentine's Day!
·
Love,
Cait.

Dear Glen,
Happy Valenti ne's Day,
baby!
This is just the first of many
more. I love you with. all my
heart-- foreve r.I am very
greatful that you are always
by my side.
Eterna lly yours,
Charlotte Anne

Mawy:

My cute little Valentine
That's who you are.
Stick with me
And you'll go far.
I LOVE YOU!!
Wheez ie
Tami,
Love ya!
Andy
Robert y our cuddle s are great for
the heart and soul. Thank s
for always being there
especia lly on those high
power stressfu l days!
Your a great friend!
Happy Valent ines day !
LoveD eba
PS- Say hi to the wife in
Monta na for me.
ManjiM anji
I have the munch ies for
Magic lips.
From kissin,g monste r

Angela C.
WAAA AH!!!
B
To the Margo s of lOCHapp.y Scoopi ng!
Love,

Mosey
Tom Magee
Happy Valent ine's Day!!
Have a great weeken d!

Love,

Anony mous

~!···
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Leon,
Word up!

Lisa C. + Leighann +
JoeM. +JeffW.
Thanx so much for being
such great friends to me.
Love ya all.
Love,
Pam
Kossie,
Get lucky,_ you Fug.
Feffie
KarenZ.
Where the Hell are ya?!
JoeM.

Carol (Ellen's roommate)
rn be over soon!
I'll see you then. Be on the
lookout!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,

To the '50s chick
Happy Valentine's Day!
Keep smiling!
Love,
J
Gamma Phi Beta,
Thanks for your support!
I Love all you guys Happy Valentine's Day!
See Ya,
~~~

. : .· ... ,,. ,··Mary

~8f•J~l:f1Marie

-~~
Mandy and Anne,
Feel like getting a drink
sometime soon and
discussing the stupidity of
men (and/or people in
general)? Stock your milk!

To Joanne and Joe
Hope you both have a nice
Valentines Day....four more
weeks til the
Bahahmian sun!
Love Deb

J(CF)

Laurel:
I'll always remember the
early morning hol,ITS of
January 17.
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Love,

To Melina:
Looking forward to m3.ny
perfect times.
I love you!
-Your best friend

JRBID,
Thanks for being my buddy
and my boyfriend.
Thanks for putting up with
me all the time.I love you.
Love always,

PLG

'

To the freshman who
confronted my friends and I
in a drunken stupor at
McDonald's earlier this
semester:
I wish to speak to you ..
-You know who you are
Scruffy,
Please ID.eet me in the Daisy
, Patch"for Valentine's Day.
·' Ilove you.
·
9-18-87 was the best day of
my life.
Thank you for all the great
memories.
I love you,
Buckaroo

Edward
I would li.Jce to thank you
all the great times we
have hadtogether.

KiKi,
10-6-90 is just around the
corner. I love you!
You are going to be the
BEST
wife.
Love,
P.B.

Cindi Lou,
,
Happy Valentine's Day to
my·favorite Sesame Street
fan!
Keep smiling, and
remember -- my fridge will
always be open to your ice
pops!
Love,
Karen.
Pooh Bear,
Just a·little: Valentine hello
To my loved·one who is
yellow
I love you Babe!!
Love,
Piglet.

·.\'}cwill)!

I love you!
I hope this Valentine's Day
is as great as lastyear!
· Love always,
Sheryl

PamG.
You're a great Valen.tine.
-the yo-yo man

R.C.You are a very special
person and I love you more
than you'll ever know.
Please be my y alentine! !

T.P.

HappyV-Day .
. .. ,,;;i "JUC

To Doug and Kelly:
What really happened when
the rest of us went to

Comment staff
Happy Valentine's Day!!
Short and Sweet!
EIC

bed!!??!!
John Washington
I WANT YOU!!!

Chris Howard:
In a distant country, far far
away,
a woman was munching rice
cakes, while her music did
play.

Kathy Ryan
Missing you in Colorado!!!
Happy Valentine's Day!
John

She opened the mail in a
hurried way,
as l wish.ed her
HAPPY VALENTINE's
DAYl!!
Clµis-take care. See you

Hi Kathy,
How's your hair'? 1?
Lo~e·.
,, '

Mau Barbet
'

L.K.

soon~

Happy Valentine's Day
· · Peace" baby.
. S.A.

Love,
B(EIC)H

·

Sherri, Leighann
More Cookies!! 1 A.G.

Hanington:
Good luck this semester and
with you know who!!!
Love,
Tedeschi

Caitlin A.
You're the Best stress
reliever
-The Bike Boy

To Steph
·oood luck in your Junior
ProfessionaU
HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAYm·
Lo\te,
Katie

~····~

Hey Rheni and Sue:
HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY!!
Love,
Katie
;ti°E!fW,.J.:1.i ·

I will-mi«yeu"n:ext!year,
but we: still have all this year
to have fun.

Spring Br~~ill be the

Some more.me.mories to
make!
I love you,

for

Mike A.'
Good luck women hunting!!
It's not like you '11 need it,
but you might (probably

Matt

The

HeyKevinK
Is it really true that Jamaica
Plain is part of Boston?·
The . sender of Mexican
(or are they Jamaican)
jumping beans.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY, EFS!!!!
Thanks for another
wonderful year of love,
laughter, and happiness.
Sorry for the fights- it was
just hard getting use to
being your "chick."
Late night phone calls: "S
listen to this (click)" And 24
hour nerf tournaments.
It's getting easier, and
things are getting better
every day. You're still a
grumpy bear, but I love you
more than anything.
Love and Hugs,
PEACHES

xoxoxo

To HiO Hart Street:
I hate you guys!
-Your roommate-

Bernie,
Consider (seriously) going
for lunch with me sometime
soon. You might see some
differences in a different
atmosphere.
Who knows?
-Mutant from Hell.

Katherine, Lizzy, Babs,
Bimbo, and Peanut:
U guys R great roommates!!
Happy Valentine's Day!!!
MAMA

To my Prince Channing,
Happy Valentine's Day!
My Mom was correct, you
are a prince. I'm so glad
you are my prince.
Today, tomorrow and
forever!
Love you,
Buckaroo.

B
ToH.R.
Why are you or did
you start slippin,
. Right
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Happy Valentine's Day!
·Gamma Phi Beta

Love,Melina
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A Valentine's Day survival ·guide
By Marci Hahn
Conunent staff

fifth time. But take heart, there
are actions you can do!

First, on Valentine's Day, you
could join the throngs of
the campus, couples everywhere unattached in the Rat to play the
are eagerly awaiting Valentine's Dating Game. (Sign-ups are in
Day. It is a time when they can the Info Booth.) Perhaps you
say mushy, corny, and romantic could meet the love of your life.
words to one another, and shower Perhaps not, but it will be fun
each other with gifts of candy, anyway. The Dating Game,
flowers, dinner, and champagne. sponsored by the Program
All in all, it is a fairly festive Committee, is from noon till 1
day. Except for those out there p.m., and is open to all ages.
who are alone.
If you want to take your life a
For them, the day can be a step further, you could join a
Jiving nightmare. You know who dating service. These days, there
you are, those of you who have are many to choose. from. There's
had hearts stepped on; those of video matching, computer
you who have probably s~dtjl _off matching, and groups that meet
the opposite sex for life, for the for lunches and dinners. One of

reader or even a voodoo princess.
You could find out when in the
future you will meet your mate,
or even receive a potion to entrap
him/ her.

Ac.ross the country and across

the more popular dating services
is Together. Brenan Bazner, a
Together representative says that
a dating service is the way to go
for a person who wants control of
who they date.

If you get really desperate, you
could try an astrologer, or a palm

there should just relax. What do
you want your future mate to
love, you or the way you looked
on national television? Have a
happy Valentine's Day, everyone!

You could even do the
ultimate, which would be to
appear on the real Dating Game
or the Love Connection. You get
a free meal and date, even
romantic trips, maybe you could
find your future spouse. Who
knows?
These suggestions may prove
to be a little too extreme. Before
you shell out all your money and
lose some self-repect in the
process, perhaps you lovelorn out

Griffith broadens her horizons
Working Girl is a woman's Wall Street
By John Bums
Comment staff

Comedy of Errors under the big top. Ensemble Theater
journeyed to Providence to compete last week. Whoto
contributed by Ensemble Theater)

BSC theatre holds
·its own in festival
By Peter Ashworth
Comment staff

The cast and crew of A
Comedy of Errors competed
against other regional schools at
the American College Theatre
Festival last· week.
The other schools competing
were the University ·of Rhode
Island~- New England· College,
· . Bates College~ and Middlebury
·College, all.schools with.many.
theatre majors. The Bridgewater
production did more than hold its
own,. being one of the "gems" .of
the festival. The results of the
competition will not be known
for several weeks.
Dr. Suzanne Ramczyk's circus
·::oncept was well thought out and
well executed. By using clowns,
ilie audience was always· wonder-·
ing what would happen next. In
this ensemble show, the cast .
gave an outstanding performance. Several characters became
favorites of the audience. Both
Jim Curtain _and Dan ·Gallagher
gave highly energetic· and athletic
perfoimances as the clowns of the
piece~

Michael· Booth, as Antipholus
of Syracuse, brought class, style,
and a sense of chic to his role,
despite the Syracusian twang in
his voice. But the continuing
story of Egeon, played by
Michael Leonard, kept the audience on the edge of their seats.
Everyone loved the performance,
of the littlest clown played by
Kendrea Sullivan.
-The show was not the only

Griffith, soon to be remarried
to Don Johnson, also starred in
.another movie, Something Wild.
After travelling from one office
to another in the male-dominated,,
Wall Street company where she
works as a secretary, Tess.
(Griffith) finds herself outside the
office of Catherine (Sigourney
-Weaver).
Catherine is the first woman
boss Tess has had, but is as sly
and as street-smart as any guy in
the business.
Tess is as capable of dealing

Denise Kelly coritributed to
this article;

After suggesting to Catherine,
to a ·major account's
solution
a
problem, Tess is presented,
somewhat unintentionally, with
the opportunity to carry out her
plan herself, rather than through
Catherine.
The events, circumstances, and
mishaps surrounding her
progressing along this sudden
road to success, not to' m~ntion
dealing with a number of
personal-life problems, make for
almost two hours of laughter,
sympathy, obstacles and triumph.
.

-

Harrison Ford, playing Tess's
accomplice, J aGk Trainer. takes a
departure from his better-known
action/adventure roles such as the

Star Wars trilogy and theJndiana
Jones adventures to prove he is
just as capable as a drama/comedy
e theme song, written ,.. ... ,,.-·~---"--
performed by Carly Simon
reflects Simon's natural ability
for matching a musical attitude to
a film's underlying moo&
11

In all. "Working Girl
demonstrates a good effort, with
praiseworthy results.

While Tess's choice of tactics
would probably get most people
fired, they show a commendable
quality that is generally expressed
by the film: Gumption.

In January, Melanie Griffith
was awarded the Golden Globe
Award for Best Actress. She is
expected to be nominated for the
same title in this Spring's

Academy Awards. _

Exei;-cise instead of dieting

f

;;s~f~a1'.h~::v~:n;~rf;~;; .• •. ,. ~!::::ic,~
were not on stage, tile nfemMrS'J J..
of the cast and crew had a chance
to attend. workshops .and lectures
by guest speakers, including
Richard Thomas best known for
his long-runnin~ role on Th'e ·
Waltons.
All in all, the students got to
polish their own skills as well as
fake in ·the performances of
fellow competitors. The BSC
theatre department found many
rewards in Providence and the
applause was only part ~fit

with the market as any of her
superv.isors, but is hindered by
· ".f)h~: got her de ee

'. . ~

Health services wants to ask
the Brid~ew~ter S1:1te College
commumty if thet~ thoughts
are already on sprmg break.
After all, it is only five weeks
away. If so, the notion of
shorts and swimsui~ may send
many people runnmg out to
look for· the latest, greatest,
quickest, diet advice around.
However~_Jnstead o~ starving
yourself· m attempting to fit
into. last, ~ears· swimsuit. try.
addmg a bit of exercise to the
daily ro.utine.
The case for exercise is easy

to build. By increasing your
activity, whether it is running
five days a week or simply
walking a bit extra between
every class.students will burn
their metabolic rate (the rate at
which your body burns
calories) at higher level relative
to their sedentary state. Simply
put, 'working out' raises .the
rate at which the body burns
calories. So, people can eat
more and maintain their
usual
weight or eat the
amount and begin to ·1ose
weight. Additionally, the
weight which will be lost is .
the goal-- the loss of fat- · instead of the lean body mass
and water weight which one

·loses when on a-restricted diet
without any exercise.
Research shows that a one
step at a time gradual approach
to making lifestyle changes, as
opposed~ drastically altering
the habits all at once, yeilds a
more successful program. The
simpler· the activity is, the
closer it is to home and the
more fun }Vhich the student
perceive it to be, the more
likely chance a person will
stick with it. So, get a friend,
make a schedule and instead of
counting calories all day .. Get a
physical and psychological .
boost by exercising to a
·
healthier body.
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successful 1988 year. In ceremonies at which chapter officers
and faculty advisors were commended for their diligence and
generous commitment of time
BSC's Psi Chi National Honor and effort, Executive Director
Society in psychology experi- Ruth H. ·Cousins announced a
enced a phenomenal I10% record number (9,738) of new
increase in the number of members were inducted, resulting
applications from interested in a total accumulated memberstudents for the 1989 inaugural ship of 184,492 since ·Psi Chi
ceremonies. The applications are was founded in 1929. Twenty
currently being sifted through for new .. co'uege and university
those candidates whose scholarly
chapters Y,w:~re installed, she added,
psychology and general education·"· resu'lil~"g' in a total chapter
accomplishments make them membership of 658.
eligible for life-membership in
the BSC Chapter and the national
organization. When final determination is made, candidates who
Single, well-educated young
have met the rigorous academic women are at a greater risk of
Personal criteria shall be notified developing alcohol- related
in writing and inducted in the diseases than their male counterchapter's ceremonies scheduled for parts. This was the finding of a
the 1989 Awards Day.
number of studies in 1988 which
At the national level, also, Psi found that 12 percent of all
Chi, psychology's oldest and college women are heavy
most prestigious academic honor drinkers. Although young women
society, experienced a highly cont. on p. 20
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52Lrts evi ew
Bridgewat er State College's student literary magazine is back!

I

liiPoets - Artis ts - Write rs - Photo graph ers Jl

I

Drop off your entries * at 5trts ~view office,
(right inside_ the Comme nt), .
or stop by for more inform ation.
*All submissions should include a title, (avoid "Untitled''~ and name for return.
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Psychologically yours
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cont.fromp.19
may no longer feel social pressures because of their drinking,
researchers do know that they are
at greater physical risk including
the development of cirrhosis of
the liver at an earlier age. Because
women usually weigh less and
have less muse le tissue, they
suffer from more unpleasant side
effects ... "the recognition that
they may have .genetic
susceptibility to alcoholism,"
declared Dr. Ruth Engs, Applied
Health Science professor at
Indiana State University, Bloomington.

****
Stressed out?!? "The most
stressful jobs are those with little
latitude for making decisions and
great psychological demands,"
according to Dr. Robert A.
Karasek,
University
of
California. Those 'demands
include working quickly and
facing heavy w&rkloads.
Karasek's research listed stockhandlers, textile operators. assemblers, mail-workers, electrical
.laborers and cashiers. For several
years now, many of the psychology department courses and
seminars have focused on the
devastating "burn-out" and mental
factors associated with stress and
the measures to be taken in order
to successfully cope.

colleges wise enough to appoint
our own Director of Public
Affairs to coordinate the public
information campaign designed to
spotlight the outstanding
contributions and accomplishments of students, faculty and
alumni at the nine colleges.
Focused on the importance of
higher education
the
Commonwealth and the nation at
large, the campaign is a response
to the state's fiscal crisis incurred
within the past mc:mths resulting
in educational and financial
hardships to all of us. Their (the
college prexies) selection for
<coordinator reflects sound,
empirical psychology.
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Is it Lrue what they say about
red heads? For centuries red hair
has been historically linked to the
mystical. nowerful, evil, fire,
heat, passion, and the devil.
Ancient Egyptians buried
·:redheads alive. The Aztecs offered
them as sacrifices to their gods.
The English stoned them. Often
times,
because of the
stereotypical reasoning red haired
infants were killed and older ·
children burned at the stake.
Although four percent
the
world's population consists of
redhGads, up to 40% of the
world's famous most creative and
influential persons have b~en-
y~s, you guessQd it .,... r~ ~a~s.

of

New hard-core music
will fail to please fans
By Marci Hahn
Comment staff

a

Extended Play, "Idiotn backed
with· "Blackened .Heart11 and

"Hatred" performed by Lead Gold
sounds like the group. is tijing to
be Depeche Mode and they fail
miserably. Although they use a
lot of synthesized sounds, a
Depeche Mode trademark, their
music is morbidly depressing.
The music is repetitive, and the
_. lyrics are meaningless. However,
the worst trait about this band is

THE•ARSIDI

the lead singer, who sounds like
he has
hangover. All in all,
Lead Gold's promotion album
goes over like a lead balloon.
Extended play "Face A Face"
backed with "Side by Side" is the
· latest·.from· Young God$. This
band is actu8.lly .{rightening. The
musicis nar~h/'th~·lead singer
sounds like Satan along with the
whole album, unless you are into
hard-core. But even you Dead
Kennedy's and Circle Jerks fans
might find this too much to take.
A Split Second an· iittractive
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"And the last gladiator I.ti olive will
win the contest. But first ~· the egg4oltl"
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A
RED &WHITE AFFAIR
IN .CELEBRATION OF
BLACK HISTORY
MONTH
FILM PRESENTATION
AND
DANCE
C.C. BALLROOM
SAT, FEB U, 1989
a:oo PM
EVERYONE WELCOME
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The hard-core band-- "Split Second" on their album
cover "Mambo Witch.'

Music to aggravate
your roommate by
cont.fromp. 20 .
shouting through a bull horn in
group have just released an the middle of machine-gun fire.
extended play called "Mambo Also, music and lyrics were
Witch." At first. this group repetitive which made it tempting
sounded interesting. Their music to turn off the record player.
was really pretty decent.
However, the lyrics, about a . · Ifyi~~. are into hard-core music,
witch, made no sense. The major you might try listening to these
cpmplaints that the lead singer bands. If you just like to find
can;t sing. Out of all the records new, interesting music, and you
reviewed, this one is the only one think one of these bands might
with a fighting chance. Their be the next R.E.M .• The Smiths
music would be good without the of The Cure, they are not. the
lead singer.
most appropriate use for these
1,000 Homo D.J.'s is an albums might be to use at a
intersting band that released Halloween party, or to aggravate
"Apathy." The name of this band your roommate because he/ she
should be enough to drive you borrowed your clothes again~
away; but if not, one listen will They definately are not for
do the trick. As with the other listening enjoyment. In other
bands, again, I find fault with the words, these albums may be
singer. This one sounds like he is hazardous to your health.

TICKETS S2.00

His
BlllDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

._.,._, .........

Oftlm of Minority Afllllrs

3:30 p. •· LMtm: Robert

CAMPUS EVENTS
5

6
MARTIN LUTHER KING
1929-1968

12

13

.
7

3:31 ,...

Dr.

John Bush.

Professor of Psychology
S.M.U .. on "Black Identity"
- Library lecture Hall
1:111 Peart Bailey "Speaks From the
Heart' -e&n,xls C81ter Auditori001.
Part of the Bridgewater Arts and
Lectures Series.

2

1

Moses. Civil ·R. ights Activist.
SNCC Leader -

Library

lecture Hall

7:11 p.a. c-t: Original works by
ProfessorHeiiry Santos -:- Library
Lecture Hall, and Art Exhibit by
John Manship - Heritage Room. ·
Reception.

9

8

15

14

3

4

10

11

17

1-12

p.•

Afro·Am

ValeritineDne.~

Center Ballroom. Everyone
weltome!

18

·"""'
1731-1806

19

20

2.1

3:11µa..Dr.Phil.ipHar1.
Prof~ of. Sociology
.
at U.Mass/Bostoo. Li• .
brary Lecture Hall.
7:fJO , .•• Poets. Nazaleem Prioleau ··

.22

23

3:38 p.& Presellting Jim

· .. Boyd, News Anchor.
WCVB TV Channel 5 (ABC) Library Lecture Hall

24

25

arid Maria Bowens, present achoreo·
poem, "Time Waits, Team Wait!"
- Campus Center Ballroom

26

27

28
!>O

1:11 ,... ianya Hart.
host of "Caming Together'"

WBZ-TV, Channel 4 - library

Lecture Hall

FEBRUARY

1

g

8
9
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The Museum of fine arts, Boston will
present "Italian Etchers of the Renaissance
and Baroque," a loan exhibition which
surveys the role of etching in Italy from
about 1520 to 1700. This unprecedented
·.·. exhibition will feature
prints of
~:~; well-known Italian artists such as

gallery is located at 770 Main Street,
Cambridge. The gallery is open to the
public free of charge. Tuesday-Saturday 11
a.m.- 5 p.m.

Poets

Poets can now ~nter a new poetry
contest with $11,000 in prizes. The Grand

E~t;~?t:~~:Ef
;g1t_~~
~~;f
:~~;;:~~~
t
!II

:i;~:ormation, call (617) 267-9300

::::

~~~~ Blood Drive
..

~:~: The Greek Council is sponsoring a blood

Iii

IS

open to the public and

Poets may enter the contest by sending
up to six poems, each no more than 20
lines, name and adress on each page, to
American Poetry Association» Dept.

f~~;~i1:~~;~I}~~!: ~~;~~;~~;;~~

:::: at Shea/ Durgin.
:·:·

early will be invited to another contest
with another $1,000 Grand Prize. Each
poem is considered for publication in the
American Poetry Anthology, a leading
collection of contemporary verse.

:~:~

~~~~ Photography
·:·:

t

ens:':::·

The Clarence Kennedy Gallery is hosting

:~ ~: :: ::~:~::~:~~::~ :;~~~::~:~e.~~~ :~::s. ~· ~
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The SSC Dance Company in ...
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SPECIAL GUEST

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
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OPEN DOOR TICKET AGENCY
westgate mall brockton
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April 14 & 15
@8:00 p.m .
in the
Adrian Rondileau
Campus Center
Auditorium

·Modern Dance,
Jazz&
Ballet
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Cance r Society to sponsor "daffodill days" in March
With a state wide goal to sell 1.7
million daffodils, The South- Eastern Unit
of the American Cancer Society is
preparing for this year's Daffodil Days
Campaign.
This year the deadline to order daffodils
is March 6. On March 21 through March
23, daffodils will be distributed to those.
who have placed orders, states Robert

Enos, Daffodil Days Chairman for the
Southeastern Unit of the American Cancer
Society.
"Last year over nine thousand dollars
was raised in tbe Brockton Area and this
year we hope to raise over twelve
thousand dollarS," Enos noted.
"These flowers bring a friend some of
the cheerfulness of spring while helping

in the fight against cancer,.. Enos
explained. A minimum contribution will
buy abouquet of daffodils and a box of 50
bouquets can be purchased.
The daffodil is the first flower of
spring. Money raised will be used to fund
researchers who are making progress in
the prevention, detection, and treatment of
cancer. The donations will be used to
finance education programs and services.

This year a number of South Shore
communities are involved for the first
time with this project. The American
Cancer Society would like to welcome the
towns of Easton, Stoughton and,Sharon
to this worthwhile project.
Daffodils can be ordered by calling the
American Cancer Society, 294 Pleasant
Street, Stoughton at (617) 341-4210.

Calenda1· of Events
cont.from p. 22
contests, and we would like to see more
students' poetry," said Robert Nelson,
publisher for the Association. "We want
to find undiscovered poets and give them
the recognition they deserve. This year our
winners will be published and publicized
to the utmost of our power."

time we have won two Greekweek
championships (1985-1987),the first
annual Winter Olympics last December,
the 1988 homecoming float, and have
been involved in several community
service activities.

We are a fraternity of diversified peoples
and backgrounds. From Business to Art,
From Theatre to Biology. Phi Pi Delta
During six years of sponsorship, the
enjoys a membership of interesting, fun,
American Poetry Association has run 28
and intelligent people.
contests and awarded over$112,000 in
Come and experience twenty-six years
prizes to 2,850 winning poets.
of Pride, Honor, and History . For good
times and good friends, rush PHI PI
Rush
DELTA;
the _standard of all
This year, Phi Pi Delta is celtt
fraternities.PHI PI DELTA: we didn't join
it's twenty-si2(lth I>~~J~;:~J'~;~ij.~~!i'tion, we started the tradition!
1963 as an ·~111 male fraternity, but in 1978
women were incorporated to make it the
Spring Fever
FIRST and OLDEST co-ed fraternity at
With the•warm weather, many people are
Br·
,gm:tie College! Since that
thinking of spring. The New England

"

Flower show will be welcomed at
Boston's Bayside Exposition Center
March ·4-12. Presented by the
Massachusetts Horticultural Society, the
Spring Flower Show is the country's
longest running flower show. This year's
theme is, "T.G.I.S.: Thank Goodness It's
Spring!" The spring show hours are 10
a.m.- 10 p.m. weekdays and Saturdays,
and ~O a.m.- 8 p.m. on Sundays. Tickets
to the show are $7 for adults, $6 for
senior citizens, and $2 for children aged
6-12. For more information call (617)
262-8780.

Study Group
The Christian Fellowship at Bridgewater
State College will begin a new study
group beginning in Lent. The group, led
by new Protestant Chaplain Doug
Williamson, will meet every Sunday

evening (except those Sundays before
Mondays on which classes do not.meet),
beginning February 12, for the remainder
of second semester. The group will meet
at 6:15 p.m. at the Fellowship's house at
29 Shaw Road (across from the library).
The grou-p's"ti~ew sessions will focus
on a book entit!Wd "Letters to Marc
Abati~t!sus," ~itten by thcologianpastor Henri Nouwen.
"
Sound interesdng? Books will be
supplied, refreshments (desert) served, and
all members of the B.S.C. community
will be welcomed to the group. Please
join us, beginning Sunday, February 12.

Theatre
In celebration of Black History Month
1989, The Strand Theatre is pleased to
present Atlanta based Jomandi Productions
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Coors offers more
than just beer
College students are reminded_that March 15 is the
deadline to apply for a 1989
Coors' Veterans Memorial
Scholarship.
This marks the fifth consecutive year Coors' Brewing
Company will award $500,000
in ·scholarships to a minimum
of 100 sons and daughters of
American veterans worldwide.

by calling 1-800-49COORS,
or by writing Coors Veterans'

Memorial Scholarship Fund,

P.O. Box 3111, Northbrook,
Ill., 60065. Completed applications must be postmarked by March 15, 1989.
Applications may also be
obtained from the following
veteran service .organizations:

Air Force Sergeants AssocTo be eligible for consider- - iation; American Ex-Prisoners
of War; American GI Forum of
ation, applicants must be 22
the United States; American
years of age or younger as of
Legion; AMVETS; Blinded
March 15, 1989, and be
Veterans Association; Catholic
enrolled full-time in a four year
institution of higher education
War Veterans, USA; Gold Star
in the United States or an
Wives of America; Jewish War
accredited two-year program Veterans of the United States
leading to a four-year under- of America; Marine Corps
graduate degree.
League; Military Order of the
Purple Heart of the USA;
Additionally, students must · National Association of State
have a cumulaLive grade point Directors of Veterans' Affairs;
average of 3.0 or better on a
National League of Families of
4.0 scale and be the son or American Prisoners and
daughter of one of the Missing in Southeast Asia;
following: an honorably Paralyzed Veterans of America;
discharged American veteran, Polish League of American
active-duty military, guard or Veterans, USA; Veterans of
reserve military (minimum six Foreign Wars of the United
years or called to active duty), States; and Vietnam Veterans
or American service person of America.
~illed

"Maru and Dad," taken on Martha's Vineyard is just one of the photos on exhibit at the
Clarence Kennedy Gallery.

Photograph y exhibit

•

Ill

Cambridge

New Portraiture newest show at Clarence Kennedy Gallery
A group exhibition of
photographs entitled "New
Portraiture" will be on view at
the Clarence Kennedy Gallery
from January 18 - March 4,
1989. "New Portraiture" explores
a range of approaches and styles
that have been done in recent years by photographers using
Polaroid film.

.in action, missing in

·if!o~f ~rii;.~o has died i~1~:~ ,:~::;,~l~~,~·

used to create likenesses, or well established and little known
portraits, which until that time photographers. In addition to
had only been possible in · those already mentioned, the
paintings and were largely the show is also comprised of works
privilege of artistocrats and the by the following: Eric Bedell,
very wealthy.
Elsa Dorfman, Micaela Garzoni,
Jean Louis-Losi, Martha Pearson
Photographic portraiture has Casanave, Gail Rebhan, Linda
flourished unabated .since the Troeller, Tom Young, Helene·
1840's. Whether made for Guetary and Patrice Casanova.
documentary, commercial, or
The Clarence Kennedy Gallery
artistic purposes, portraiture still
is
open to the public Tuesday
represents the pre-dominant use
through
Saturday from 11 a.m.
of the medium.
uNew Portraiture" is a broad until 5 p.m. ·There is no
survey of work created by both admission charge.

•·'''"'largtst~·"ki'!"~fl!!i!M~~Wl

Scholarship applications are
available at college and
university financial aid offices,

more than $2 million to 487
students since the scholarship
program began in 1985.

Calenda r of
events
performing the award-winning
, adaptations of original slaye
narratives, Do Lord Remember
:Me; Friday February 24, 1989. at
10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

At .zeiterion
The National. Theatre of the
Deaf will present the: bold and

roman~~f ~~5dy;"KING .OF

the Zeiterion
Theatre on Sattirday, February 11

HEARrS;q~~~~r'

and seniors is $5. Group rates

at 8 p.m. Th~ play will be
presented in the National Theatre
of the Dears award-winning
style, .a combination of sign
language and the spoken word,
which has been likened by critics
to "sculpture in the air."
Tickets are priced at $15.50,
$13.50 and $1 I.SO with a $2.00
discountfor senior citizens and
students.
Tickets are available at all
TicketMaster locations, or by
calling TicketMaster at (617)
787-8000. For more information
on tickets and group packages,
call the Zeiterion Box office at

are available.

(508) 994~2900.

Unquestionably, the miracle of
Do Lord Remember Me is a
dramatization of the strength of a
generation of believers in the face
of seemingly unconquerable odds.
If the theatre has never moved
you, J omandi. ~ill; come laugh,
...
cry and remember.
,

Tickets for the morning
performance are $3 per person.
For the evening performance.
general admission is $12.50 and
$10; evening admission for
students (through high school)

The Mighty Lunch Bour -. Featuring

'Women's 2\llgGy C[u{Jwe
YLnyone interested
in joining tfie team
tliis spring s fiou[d
attend tfie meeting
.on Monday ![e6ruary
13th, .7:30 p.m. in
tfie (jreen 1\pom,
Campus Center. '.fi&
..

e~enen~e

..

is

necessary to p fay.

The Dating Game
Sign up at the info booth
to be a contestant and win a date
inthe Rat 12·- 1, February 14
Sponsored by CCPC

!l('ll(j'B'Y itS .worth a try!
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Announcements·
Phi Pi Delta
Once again, it's Rush time. If
you are considering pledging a
faternity or sorority, there are
some points you should consider.
First of a11, what is the history
behind the organization? Who are
the people involved? And finally,
what does the fatemity or sorority
have to offer you?
This year, Phi Pi Delta. is
celebrating its 26th birthday. It
started in 1963 as· an a11 ·male
fraternity, but in 1978 women
were incorporated to make it the
first and oldest co-ed fraternity at
Bridgewater State College. Since
that time, we have won two
Greek Week champions~Jps
(1985-1987,) the first annual
Winter Olympics, last December,
the 1988 Homecoming float, and
have been involved in several
community service activities.
We are a fraternity'~6f'aiverse
people and backgrounds. From
business to art, from theatre to
biology, Phi Pi Delta enjoys a
membership of interesting, fun,
and intelligent people.
Come and experience 26 years
of pride, honor, and history. For
good limes and good friends, rush
Phi Pi Delta; the standard of all
fraternities.

CJrcle K

to

Come the formative meetiQ.g
of the Circle K International.
Join us and meet friends, make
career contracts, learn leadership,
all while giving some of your
time to BSC and the Bridgewater
Community. Join us Friday,
February 10 at 3 p.m., in' the
Duxbury"."Hingham Room; on the
top floor of the Campus Center.

Come to the M·ovies
Everyone has heard the Peter
Gabriel song Biko; but now
Amnesty International would like
. to give everyone the opportunity
to find out who Steven Biko was.
;The Anti-Apartheid task force of
Amnesty International here on
campus is presenting a South
African Film Festival.
The first movie in the series
will be Cry Freedoin. This

informative and moving movie is
about the lives of Steven Biko
and Donald Woods. As many of
you probably remember, the BSC
community was fortunate to have
Donald Woods here on campus
last year.
We hope everyone will come to
the Green Room in the Campus
Center Monday, February 13th
from 3-5 p.m. to see this great
movie. Bring a friend·- its free see you there!

Incest Survivors
·
Group
Open for new members. We
meet Wednesdays at 3 p.m. at the
Counseling Center in Harrington
Hall. If you are interested, please
call Susan Zeichner at 697-1331.

Financial Services
Seminar
On Wednesday, February 22,
from 6 to 7 p.m. in the ground
floor Dial Access Room of the
Maxwell Library, there will be a
financial serVices seminar held.

CVS Career
Information
CVS is one of the fastest
growing drug store chains in the
country- employs over 15.000,
operates 750 stores, and is
opening an average of 60 new
stores per year. It has tremendous
opportunities for all graduates (of
all majors) who are interested in
retail management.
The regional personnel manager
and several of his operational
managers will be hosting identical career information nights on
two different dates. The first is on
Tuesday, February 21, and
Tuesday, March 7, from 6 to 8
p.m. at a major hotel in this area.
If interested in attending, you
must call in advanc~, by
February 10, to confirm your
plans to attend the evening of
your choice.
Details on the company, the
event, dates, and directions are
available in the CPP Office.

GTE Research

The Financial Services Industry Program
continues to grow, change and
Special program for underoffer tremendous challenges and
graduate majors in math, physics,
opportunities for personal growLh
and financial reward. Barbara computer science, chemistry,
Adams, the manager of the New psychology, sociology, and earth
Bedford John Hancock Office, science and geography. Work on
will be here to introduce the . a specific project over a 10
opport~nities ... week period, from June 5 to
company
it offers. Please sign up in August 11. Receive stipend of
advance, by the February 15 $200 per week, plus room and
board at a local university.
deadline, in the CPP Office.
Location of GTE' s Research
Laborotories in Waltham, MA.
Disney World
Deadline to apply is March 17.
Auditions
Applications and project descriptions are in.the CPPOffice.
Disney· World. has announced
· upcoming auditions for summer
Fan· Work S'tudy
employment. If you play a·
Internships
musical instrument, Disney
World is· holding an audition on
Apply by .March 1 for U.S.
Friday, February 10, from 9 a.m.
Department of State Work Study
to 5 p.m. at}3oston University.
Internships.~ in Washingtbn D.C ..
These a~e:i:,~~k in. auditiQns.
There ~re p6'$~~j(,)11S. with . three There are a wide variety . of
positions available You must be
different musicalbands in Walt
a junior, senior, or graduate
·Disney World, Fl or Disneyland,
a U.S. citizen, have
student,
CA: The positions are about 11
studies in the type
academic
some
weeks long, and housing is
to perform in
want
you
work
of
provided. Contact the CPP Office
be able to
and
Department,
the
for more details.

a'Ild 'caree;

'Glassifieds
Singing
Waiters/Waitress
Wanted

Spring Break to
Nassau and ·
Paradise Island
From $299. Package inCludes:
Roundtrip air, transfers, 7
nights hotel, beach parties, free
lunch, cruise, free admission to
nightclubs, taxes _and more!
Cancun packages also available! Organize small group,
earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113

or (203) 967-33,30.

,,

Harbor Cruise Ship - Spirit of
Boston hiring for '89 season.
Auditions February 11 and 12~
Singing and dance experience

preferred.

For more information and
audition times, call 542-2974
Monday throµgh Friday 9-5.

Run Your Own
Summer Business
· Gain valuable experience while
making good money. Average

earnings $8000.00 Positions~
filling fast. Call Robert
Martwick at 1-800 922-5579.

Room Available
In one family house for one
female. Call Allen at

946-1117.

pass a thorough background
investigation.
This investigation is not paid,
and requires a standard 40 hour
work week. For further information, contact the CPP Office,
or write: Intern Coordinator,
Department of State, Recruitment
Division, PO Box 12209,
Rosslyn Station, Arlington, VA
22209.

Conservation
Internships
The Student Conservation
Association has over 800 expense
paid professional internships
available for the summer and fall
of 1989. Opportunities are
available with the National Park
Service, U.S. Forest Service,
Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau
of Land Management, and other
federal and state agencies.
Opportunities include backcountry patrols, working with
wild and endangered species
research, visitor assistance, and
many others. Positions are
available throughout the United
States.
For more information contact
The Student Conservation
Association, P.O. Box 550C,
Charlestown, NH 03603. (603)
826-5741.

YMCA Seeks Camp
Counselors for ·
Overseas Positions
The YMCA International Camp
Counselor Program (ICCP) is
currently accepting applications
for overseas positions. Deadline
to apply is February 15. There
are positions open in Europe, the
Far East, South America, and
Africa.
Positions include waterfront,
sports, dramatics, pioneering and
nature, arts and crafts, and music
and dance. In most camps,
English is the language used.
But, some camps do require
fluency in French, Spanish,
Greek, Italian. or German. There
is a $100 application fee.
A complete packet of
information on the positions,
camps, languages required, along
with an application is available
in the CCP Office or by writing
to Meribcth Gcrmino, Director/
YMCA
Abroad,
ICCP
International Camp Counselor
Program, 356 West 34th
Street-3rd Floors New York, NY
10001. (212) 563-3441.

MESTEP for
Graduates Who
Want to Teach

~i!~i1~~~Jr~ey<'J'
The college FJ:ealth Service will
be providing muscular, bone, and
joint injury assessment clinics to
students of the college community. Feel free to stop ~y the
Health Service Office in Tillinghast Hall to make an appoint"."·
ment. . with orthopedic physician
:Or"'. Sg9tt Oliver for any of these
dates: Monday, ·February_ 27,
April 10 and 24, ~dr~Y 8.

Summer Jobs

,

UMass-Amherst. A special 15
month M. Ed/ certificate program. "'':•'··~
. . . • ' ··'"1'"'",...,,
for 1989 graduat~~."".~~.¥t~J~ n
1
Eng,ijs1h,; 6eie11ce'; ·&"Math starts
June 5. The program is 15
months long, and includes an
internship in private industry, and
an opportunity to earn
.1pproximately $18,000 during
internship. period. The deadline
for this program is March 1.
Information about this is in the
CCP Office, or contact Richard
Clark, Director, MESTEP,
School of Education, U of Mass

at Amherst, Amherst, MA
Lowell National Historical Park
is presently recruiti~g for a

01002. (413) 545-1574.

of summer jobs.
Applicants must be 18 years of
age, and United States citizens.
Positions are located in Lowell,
MA, and training will be

··Work, Study,
Travel Overseas
Seminar

variety

provided.
The deadline for filing is
· February 15, 1989.
For more information, call
(508) 459-1000. Lowell National
Historical Park is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Do You. Think Your
Physically Fit?
ROTC challenges you to
workout with us and see if you
can match our standards, Monday
and Friday mornings, early, 6
· a.m. sharp. We hold physical
training at Stonehill College's
new athletic complex.
For more information call
230-1026, or speak with any
ROTC cadet on campus. All arc
invited to workout and run with
us.

On Monday, February 13, from
3-4 p.m. in the dial access

lounge of Maxwell Library, there
will be a seminar on work, study,
and travel overseas.
If you've ever thought about
any of these, here's your chance
to learn the specifics you'll need
if/when you actually do it.
Susan Hall of the Council on
International Educational Ex.:
change (CIEE), will be here to
discuss all aspects of these
exciting options. Susan works in
the Boston Office. CIEE is
America's· oldest and largest
company specializing in student
and budget travel, and offers a
tremendous variety of programs
and services.
This seminar is sponsored by
the International Studies Office,
Intematio~al Club, and the Career
Planning and Placement Office.

1\
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Gymnasts win their first me et
~~

cont. from p. 28
exercise if it had not been an
exhibition.
The other three freshmen
Honey Ross, Kimberly Berardi,
and Jane Zemski all had good
showings at the meet. Ross had
an excellent beam routine getting
a 7.8 while Berardi, comming off
of an illness, only performed on
the floor exercises but got a 7.4.
Ziemski gave an all out
performance on the vault getting
a 8.2, second only to Swedis.
Sophmore Melissa Branco
performed in all but one event,
the beam, and fared very well in
all three getting a solid 8.15 on
tbe vault. Senior co-captain
Carol Hanagan was only able to

Gymnast Gino DiCarlo

perform on the floor exercise but
did very well.
Teresa Spencer, the other
senior co-captain , did perform
well in all four events and
especially on the floor exercises
where some onlookers felt her
score of 7.85 was not worthy of
her performance.
The members of the team
pointed out that the win occurred
because all of the pieces finally
fell into place. As Hanagan said·
"We pulled together as a team,
the attitude was better and we
performed as one." Perhaps
DiCarlo summed up the feelings
of the coaches and team members
alike after the win with one word,
"Psyched".

Mens Baske tball

Womens Baske tball

BSC 65 Fitchburg State 55

BSC ·69 Westfield State 61

BSC 82 Westfield State 77

Womens Gymn astics

Mens SwiU1W:ing,,,,,.

Salem State 158 BSC 143

·srown 173 BSC 143

Urness/Boston· 113 BSC 5 7

Womens Swim ming

Holy Cross 91 BSC 46

BSC 136 UMass/Boston 58
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Spo rts Sho rts
Rugby teams elect captains
The Rugby team~ held
meetings last week to ~lect
captains and officers.
The Visioths elected CoCaptains for there spring
season. Mike "Rambo" Collar
was elected back captain and
Mike Petrillo was named
scrum captain.
The officers ~are Allen Hebb,

president; Collar, vice president; Jeff Sutherland , match
secretary; and Brian Melvin,

treasurer.
The Women's Rugby team

elected Renee Buckman as back
captain and Angela Cornacchioli as scrum captain. Vicki
Mazza was named match

secretary.

Intr amu ral Upd ate
Sunday night, in intramural
coed soccer, some. close, ·fast
paced games were played.
Team Portugal defeated
Fivestar 5-4. A surprise upset
came when the Individual s
beat Push It 5-3. The Flock
managed. to beat Team Italy
11-6.
.

Some key games to watch
this weekend are: the battle of
the countries, Team Italy vs
Team Portugal at 7:45 in the
large gym on Sunday. Push It
looks t9 .get back in the win
"co1Umn" 1when they meet the
!~t.s~~~8\ 7:45
the small
gym.
.

A close match was played
the Hansons and the
Millionaires, which ended in a
3-3 tie. The No Names and the
Jetsons also tied at 1-1.

Othef·'game times are: 7:00
The Flock vs Milwauke e's
Best, large gym; Individuals vs
the Hansons, small gym. 8:30
Good-A-G uys vs Fivestar,
large gym; No Names v
Macaque-heads, small gym, all
on Sunday.
Teams should note that this
is the revised schedule. All are
welcome to watch the soccer
games Sunday night starting at
7:00 p.m.

b~tween

Milwaukee's Best won the
fierce battle against the
Macaque-heads 2-1.
The leading teams in the
standings are Team Italy, The
Individual s. and the GoodA-Guys, each with two wins.

in

A Hard Man Is Go od To Fin d . • •
Get you r bod y into Gol d's Gym
for only $30 per mon th with Stud ent l.D.
Offering you the finest
in local fitness activitie s!
• ·12,000 Sq. Ft. Exercise Area
• 10,000 Lbs. Free Weights
• 80 Different Workout Stations
• ~ircuit Training
• General Condition ing
• Body Building
• Professional Trainers
• Life Cycles
• Life Rowers
• Stairmas ter
• Selectorized Exercise Machines
• Men's And Women's Locker Rooms
• Sun Tanning By Wolff Tanning Systems
• Pro Shop I Sportswear
• Juice Bar I Supplem ent Center
• Saunas
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947- 0096
Weekdays 6 a.ib. to 10 p.m. Saturdays 8 a~m, to 8 p.m.
.
Sundays a a.m. to) p.m~

A License-e of Gofd's -Gym Ent. Inc.
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1,000 Points!
During a recent Lady
Bears Basketb all game
against Westfie ld State,
Lynn ~falkasian scored her
l,OOOth career point.
Malkasi an is onlv the fourth
BSC woman "'basket ball
pl ayer to reach this
prestigio us mark.
A 5 foot 10 inch forward ,
Lynn is presentl y leading
the Lady Bears ( 13-6) in
both scoring (12 .1) and
rebound ing (8.1).
Her
career spans from 1985~ in
which time she has played
in 97 games, scored a total
1,020 points for a 10.5
average and grabbed 735
rebound s which is an
. average of 7.6 per game.
As a freshma n, she was
an importa nt member of the
winning 1985-86 women' s

basketb all team which
particip ated in the NCAA
Divisio n III Region al
Champi onships . (n her
junior year, Lynn was
named to the :\·1ASCAC
all-conf erence team. She
has also been the Ladv
Bears' captain the last two
seasons.
"Lynn has been a real
leader to her team-ma tes,"
says BS C Coach Judy
Foster. "With so many
younge r. _players on the
team, this year, they really
needed someon e to look up
to when the going got
tough. Her reaching 1,000
points is a great achievement
for her as a player but also
shows her fellow teammates
what can happen when you
push yourself to be the best

you can be," explain ed
Foster.
Lynn is happy with the
team's sucess but the quiet
and reserve d senior is
modest about her own
achievements.
In a recent Comme nt
interview , Lynn was asked
to talk about people she
admires. In addition to her
father, she named former
86' teamma te, Carolyn
Parsley . Parsley is the
all-time leading scorer for
BSC. Lynn rememb ers her
as, "an all around athelete ."
Lynn will soon be
graduat ing from Bridgewater State with a degree in
Sociolo gy as well"' as a
minor in Health. She is thedaugh ter of Alan and
Barbara Malkas ian oi
Oxford, MA.

Congratulations! Lynn Malkasian of the Lady Bears basketball team has become only the fourth BSC player to
achieve the l 000 point mark. (Staff photo by Michael
Abusheery)

Lad y Bea rs pul l ahead
By Ronda Davis
Contributor

She went on to sayt
~~~~itllil\¥''~

·

upper

and lower classmen because they
The Lady Bears defeated all have the skills. Another
Westfield State last Saturday reason they are doing well this
.February 4. The final score was year is bccause,11 All ofthem·h ave
69-61 and the team boosted their . theiJ:' fa:ullS; bUt they hide them
record to 12-6. This game was well.'t
importa nt in the t~,am's
MASCA C standing s bri11g1ng
The Lady Bears again
their record to 5-2. Westfield has · demons trated their good
only lost to Salem State and now . teamwor k and consisten t ability
Bridgewater. This win puts the against Framing ham State on
Bears in the top three in the Tuesday February 7. The team
MASCAC Division.
dominate d througho ut the game
Coach Judy Foster is very and. had an 11 point lead at the
excited about this year s team. half. After reaching her. 1,000
She thinks they· have found the career goal, last Saturday at the
perfect blend of hard work and Westfield game, Lynn Malkasian
fun. Their record is a result of played corrserva tively. Kathy
their practice on and off the. court. Malkasai n and Connie Devries·
When asked if any one· member had strong showings . The game
of the team is an unsung hero_:_ was well played, smooth, and
Foster said,"Eve ryone is even. professio nal. The final score was
They are all consisten tly good. 11 91 to 60.
1

Gymnasts mak e a strong performance
Ach ieve high est score all year versus U rsinis
ByTomM agee

' , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Comment Staff

_We all pulled together as a team.'~

The Bridgewater State womens
-Co-captain Carol Hana.g3:ngymnastics team had the first win
of their season defeating Ursinus
College 152.9 to 147.45. They ·
brought their overall record to 1-4
By Ronda Davis
his standing s going into the
and Ursinus 1 to 4-4.
team unity. She said that all of exercises where· freshman Gina Contribut or
North New England Tournament
This was the highest score the the tricks they had been working DiCarlo
at Plymouth State.
had the high of 8.1.
gymnasts have achieved all year on before worked out in the DiCarlo
Facing
Rhode Island Colleg~
gave a solid Performance
and they fell .1 point short of th~. ·performances and that the full having the ·high score on the last Wednesday, February i, the
At the tournaID:ent last
all time high score of 153 points endurance and difficulty points · floor
Saturday , February 4, Rob
exercises ·and coming in · men's :wrestlin g team were
set in 1985. It was the first meet were there in the final score.
second to Swedis on the balance defeated, with the final ·score O'Donne ll was the · only team
where all nine of the gymnasts
The team performed well as a beam and uneven bars.
being 57-0~ The entire meet took member who placed well in:the
were healthy enough to perform whole but there was some
27
· North New England Standirigs.
minutes.
Junior Brenda Glover
ancf no injuries occurred.
. outstanding individual scoring. performed very
Extensiv
e
injuries
hurt
.the O'Donne ll placed founh in the
well on the beam
(;oach Andrea Kellehe r Heather Swedis again gave
and vault according to Kelleher team's effort and morale at the 142 weight class. Coach Kip
. attributed the win to those facts spectacular performances in all and
Harms stated "Rob is looking
meet. The. team captain, Rob
probably would have been
plus
strong
individu al four events, getting the high given a higher score
O'Donnel
l's
perfonna
ncewas
not very .good for the New Englands
on the floor
perfoi:man~es and a real sense of
score in all but one, the floor cont. on p. 27
one of his better but it did help ·later this year.".

Wre stler s drop anot her notc h

